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1 
In the Matter of 1 

1 
CERTAIN SPDTIgRED CARBON CQATED 1 Investigation lo. 337-TA-350 
COMPUTER DISKS AND PRODUCTS 1 
CONTAINING SAME , INCLUDING 1 
DISK DRIVES 1 

NOTICE OF DECISION TO REVERSE INITIAL DBTBRMINATIONS 
AND REMAND TO THE PRESIDING ADMINISTRATIVE L A W  JUDGE 

FOR FUR'RIBR PROCEEDINGS 

AGENCY: U.S. International Trade C-ission. 

ACTION: Notice. 

S-Y: Notice is hereby given that the U.S. International Trade Colmnission 
has determined to reverse three initial determinations (ID#) issued by the 
presiding administrative law judge (Awl in the above-captioned investigation 
granting motions for summary determination and partial sunrmary determination 
on the issue of jurisdiction and to remand the investigation to the ALJ for 
further proceedings. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Marc A .  Bernstein, Office of the General 
Counsel, U . S .  International Trade Colllmiesion, 500 E Street, S . W . ,  Washington, 
D.C. 20436, telephone 202-205-3067, 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFOEudATION: 
which concerns allegations of section 337 violations in the importation, sale 
for importation, and sale after importation of sputtered carbon coated 
canputer disks ("sputtered disks") and products containing such disks, 
including disk drives, on May 5, 1993. Complainant Harry E .  Aine ("&new) 
alleges infringement of claims 23, 24, 25, 26, and 29 of U . S .  Letters Patent 
Re 32,464. 

The Camiesion instituted this investigation, 

Separate motions for sunmary determination or partial sunrmclry 
determination were filed by nine respondents. In their motions, respondents 
argued that the Camniesion has no jurisdiction under section 337 with respect 
to the danestically-manufactured sputtered disks that they manufacture or 
purchase. 

In an ID (Order No. 16) issued on May 28, 1993, the ALJ granted the 
sunmrary determination motions of respondents Akashic Memories Corp. 
("Akashic"), Micropolis Corp. (nMicropolisn), Hoya Electronics Corp., and 
Nashua Corp. (nNashuam), and terminated the investigation with respect to 
those parties. The ID additionally granted motions for partial sumnary 



determination on the issue of jurisdiction 
Technology, Inc. and Western Digital Corp. 
(Order No. 50)  issued on July 2, 1993, the 
summary determination filed by respondents 
Equipment Corp. ("Digital Equipment"). In 

filed by respondents Seagate 
("Western Digital") . 
ALJ granted motions for partial 
Kanag, Inc. ("KomsgN) and Digital 
an ID (Order No. 62) issued on July 

In an ID 

26, 1993, the ALJ granted a motion for sumnary determination filed by 
respondent Maxtor Corp. (nMaxtor") 

The Carnniseion determined to review each of these three IDS on a 
consolidated basis and requested briefing from the parties and 
the issues under review. &g 58 F . R .  36703 (July 8, 1993); 58 F . R .  39836 
(July 26, 1993); 58 F . R .  44851 (Aug. 25, 1993). The Camission conducted an 
oral argument on the issues under review on September 8, 1993. Canplainant 
Aine, the Cotmission investigative attorneys, and respondents Nashua, Digital 
Equipment, Western Digital, Akashic, Kanag, Micropolis, Maxtor, and HMT 
Technology Corp. each submitted briefs on the jurisdictional ieeues under 
review and/or participated in the oral argument. The ITC Trial Lawyers 
Association additionally submitted a brief as &CUB curb. 

on 

Having reviewed the record, including the IDe, the Conmiesion determined 
that sununary determination should not be granted on the issue of jurisdiction. 
Accordingly, the Camassion reversed each of the three IDe under review and 
remanded the matter to the ALJ for further proceedings. 

This action is taken under the authority of section 337 of the Tariff 
Act of 1930, 19 U.S.C. 5 1337, and Coamission interim rule 210.56, 19 C.F.R. 
0 210.56. 

Copies of the Comniasion order and opinion, and the nonconfidential 
versions of the ID8 and all nonconfidential documante filed in connection with 
this investigation are or will be.available for inspection during official 
business hwre (8:45 a.m. to 5:15 p.rn.1 in the Office of the Secretary, U . S .  
International Trade Caamiseion, 500 E Street S.W., Washington, D.C. 20436, 
telephone 202-205-2000. 
on this matter can be obtained by contacting the Cammimion's TDD terminal on 

Hearing-impaired pereons are advised that information 

202-205-1810. 

By order of the Camniesion. 

Donna R. Koehnke 
Secretary 

Date: October 27, 1993 
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In the Matter of 1 

1 
CERTAIN SPmTgRED CARBOlo COATHO ) Inva8tigation No. 337-TA-350 
COMPtlTBR DISKS PRODmS 1 
COrnAIlpING SA=, IL9CLoDIra ) 
DISK DRIVES 1 

1 

ORDBR 

The Caardssion instituted this inve.tigation, which concerns allegations 

of section 337 violations in the importation, male for wortation, and eale 

after importation of .puttered carkm coated canputer di8ka (".puttered 

disks") and products containing such di8ks,  including di8k drives, on May 5, 

1993. Complainant Harry E .  &ne ("fine") alleges infringement of Claim6 23, 

24, 25, 2 6 ,  and 29 o f  U.S. Letters Patent Re 32,464. 

Separate motions for muaxnary determination or partial munmaw 

determination were filed by nine respondents. In their motions, reBpon&nte 

argued that the Camnission has no jurisdiction under section 337 with re8pect 

to the domestically-manufactured aputtered disks that they manufacture or 

purchase. 

In an initial determination (ID) (Order Loo. 16) 188UOd on May 28, 1993, 

the presiding aQninietrative law judge (Au) granted the 8uamury determiMtiOn 

motions of respondents Akashic Memories Corp. ("Aka8hicn), aaicrapolis COW. 

("Micropolis"), Huya Electronics Corp., and Na8hua Corp. ("Loa8huan), and 

terminated the investigation with respect to those parties. The ID 

additionally granted motion8 for partial sunmary determination on the issue of 

jurisdiction filed by respondents Seagate Technology, Inc. and Western Digital 
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Cow. (awestern Digital"). In an ID (Order No. 50) immued rn July 2, 1993, 

the ALJ granted motioru for partial muumury &termination filed by re.posldeats 

Kauag, Inc. ( " m g " )  and Digital Bquipmsnt Corp. ("Digital Bquipment'). In 

an ID (Order No. 62) immued on July 26, 1993, tho ALJ granted a motion for 

sumnary determination filed by respandent Haactor Corp. (mlUxtorm) 

The Cammiasion dotemined to review each of theme three ID6 on a 

consolidated baoie and requested briefing fram the parties and d c i  a on 
the iseuee under review. & 58 Fed. Reg. 36703 (July 8, 1993); 58 Fed. Reg. 

39836 (July 26, 1993); 58 Fed. Reg. 44851 (Aug. 25, 1993). The CaPmission 

conducted an oral argument on the issuem uuder review on September 8, 1993. 

Complainant Aine, the Caadoeion investigative attorney., and reapondento 

Naohua, Digital BQuipamt, Weotern Digitrl, Akamhic, Kauag, Micropolis, 

Maxtor, and Technology Cow. each mutmitted briefs on the jurimdictional 

issues under review and/or participated in the oral argument. The ITC Trial 

Lawyere Association additionally submitted a brief ao amicul, cur-. 

Having considered the mubject IDS, the briefs on review, the repliee 

thereto, the oral argummt canducted before the C-mmim, and the record in 

this inveetigation, it is hereby ORDBRXD THAT - -  
1. The presiding administrative law judge's IDS of May 28, 1993, July 

2 ,  1993, and July 26, 1993 (Order Nos. 16, 50, and 62) are 
reversed, and the investigation is remanded to the administrative 
law judge for further proceedings conaimtent with thio Order and 
the Camniaeion opinion issued in connectiool therewith. 

2. The Secretary mhall s e ~ c  capies of thim order on the 
Department of Health and Human Semites, the Department of 
Justice, and the Federal Trade Cadamion, and publimh 
notice thereof in the Re-. 
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By order of the Caovaimmicn~. 

Dated: October 27, 1993 





The prerriding admini6trative law judge (-1 i88ued initial 

determination6 (IDS) granting mothum for  8unmary deteratination or partial 

summary determination filed by nine rempondmts in thi8 inve8tigatioa. The 

IDS granted the motion6 on the ground8 that the Colrmi68ion does not have 

jurisdiction under mection 337 over the dmerrtically-manufactured articles 

that the moving respondents allegedly manufacture or import. On review, we 

reverse the subject IDS and remand the inve6tigatioa to the Aw for further 

proceedings. 

1 -  - 
On May 5 1  1993, the Carmirreion instituted thio invemtigation, which 

concerns allegations of section 337 violatione in the importation, male for 

importation, and eale after importation of muttered carbon coated caaputer 

disks ("sputtered disksn) and product6 containing such di8k0, including di8k 

drives.' 

23, 24, 25, 26, and 29 of U . S .  Letters Patent Re 32,464 ("the ,464 patent"). 

Complainant ~ar ry  E.  Aine (n~inew) allegeo infcingmnt of claim 

The notice of inveotigatian named 20 rompondent#. The first group of 

~ ' 58 Fed. Reg. 26797 (May 5, 1993). 



respondents included canpanier that fine alleger IIlIIUfacturo infringing 

eputtered dirk8 uver8ear for importation into the Unitod Stator. m e  second 

group of reepondentr, included diok brim maaufacturerr that Aim alleger 

inport disk biver contabhag infringing .puttorod dirk8 into the W t e d  

states. The third group included 13.5. mmufacturorr of 8putter.d dirk. (oome 

of which are also-disk drive muiufacturcrrr) that Aine allogem manufacture 

infringing eputtered dirks in the United Stater, and rhip there dioks overseafa 

for assembly into disk driver, with the knowledge that mort of the assembled 

disk drives will be imported into the Unitod States. 

- 

After this investigation was instituted, nine rompondents filed motions 

for sumnary determination or partial ruamnry determination on the basis of 

lack of jurisdiction. There motionr c m  be categorited ar followr: 

0 Four motions were filed by U.S. dirk manufacturers cantending that 

the Camnission has no jurisdiction under oection 337 owr the .puttered disks 

that they manuf acture danaotically . 
0 Two motions were filed by rempondente that both manufacture allegedly 

infringing disks in the United States and inport diok driwo containing 

allegedly infringing dirks. These rempondente sought partial rmmary 

determination with respect to their U . S .  dirk manufacturing activities on the 

same basis as the U . S  . disk manufacturers .3 

0 Three motions were filed by rempondents that oolely inport disk 

' These respondents are Akashic Xemorier, Corp. ("Akamhic"), Hoya Electraaics 
Corp. ("Hoya"), Kanag, Inc. (wKmagw) and Naohua C o r p .  (Washua"). Hoya has 
since been terminated fran the inveatigation on the baeir of a rettloment 
agreement that it reached with Aine. 

These respondents are Western Digital Corp. (nWertern Digital") and Seagate 
Technology, Inc. ("Seagate"). Seagate ha8 mince heem terminated from the 
investigation on the basis of a oettlement agreement that it reached with 
Aine . 

2 



drives containing allegedly infringing sputterad dimkr. Digital Bquipmont 

Cow. ("Digital Bquipmentu) mought partial mtnmrarjr cbtednatim w i t h  re8pect 

to its activitie8 purchasing U.S.-aranuf8ctured .puttered diek8. Yicrapolia 

on the basis that all d i m h  they purchamod wore oither manufactured in the 

United"State8 or manufactured abroad by a lieumoo of Aim. 
- 

In three separate IDS, the AW granted oach of the motions for sumnary 

determination or partial sumnary determination.' In the first ID, on which 

the subsequent two relied, the AW concluded that the jurisdictional ieeue 

raised by the summary determination motions ia controlled by the C d s s i o n  

determination in the inve~tigatim.~ According to the - 8  "the clear 

and unambiguous language of the Catmiemion in m" emtablishes that no 

jurisdiction exist8 under section 337 with rempect to allegedly infringing 

articles manufactured in the United States, emorted for asmarnbly, and then 

imported into the United States as part of the asearnbled article. 6 

The Coamission consolidated review of the ID@, received additional 

briefing, and heard oral argument. In it6 notice of its decision to review 

the first ID, it stated that it would reconsider the portion0 of the 

The first ID (Order NO. 161, issued on m y  28, 1993 ( w a y  28 ID") 8 granted 
the motions of Akashic, Hoya, Micropolis, Naohua, Seagate, and Western 
Digital. The second ID (Order No. S O ) ,  issued an July 2, 19938 granted the 
motions of Kanag and Digital Bquipment. The third ID (Order No. 621, issued 
July 2 6 ,  1993, granted mxtor's motion. 

5 ertain E r E  

Inv. No. 337-TA-276, USITC Pub. 2196 (May 1989). 

' May 28 ID at 42-4S, ' m, USITC Pub. 2196, Opinion at 129 ("Thu68 
the infringement, if any, with rempect to these BO= wafers and the resulting 
assembled EPRCX!U, takes place in the United Stateo. 
beyond the scope of the Camnission's jurisdiction in mection 337."). 

* .  P r o w e s  f o r a  S u c h ,  

Such infringement io 

3 



invertigative attornmy (IA), and re.pondant8 lUa8hu8, Digital Bquipmmt, 

Western Digital, Akarhic, Kauag, Hicropolir, Maactor, and mSr Technology Cow. 

each 8ubaitted briafr and/or participated in tha O r d  UguamIlt. Tha ITC Trial 

Lawyers A88ociatioa 8ubmitted e brief a8 -. 
11. pls Statuto= at 

- - 

The partie.' jurirdictional argument. revolve around rection 

337(a) (1) (8) .  Thi8 section makes unlawful: 

The ' into the United Statem, the - 8  

or the sale within the United Statas after inportation by the 
owner, importer, or conmignee, of  uticler that-- 

(i) infringe a valid and enforceable United Stater 
patent. . . I )  

Camplainant Aine and the IA argue that jurirdiction d m t m  under rectioa 

337 with respect to imported, but doam8tically-msnufactured articles because 

the statute contains no limitation which 8tateo that only articles of foreign 

manufacture are within its scope. Respondents contend that the legislative 

history and came law evince an intent that section 337 be limited to unfair 

practices originating abroad, and so doas not cover allegedly infringing 

articles manufactured in the United State., exported, and subsequently 

imported back into the United States. 

The fundamental flaw in respondents' argument is that the actual 

language of rection 337 simply does not contain the jutisdictianal limitations 

that they seek to imp0.e. The rtatute, by itr t a m 8  does not limit cotnraga 

to articles of foreign manufacture. By contrast, there are numerow instances 

' 58 Fed. Reg. 36703, 36704 (July 8, 1993). 
19 U.S.C. B 1337(a) (1) (B) (enpharis added). 

4 



in which Congress has expressly limited the rcape of trade or cute-related 

statute8 to articles manufactured in a foreign ~0untry.O The fact that 

Congress did not ume similar lsnguage in mocticnr 337, or place m eaqremr 

restriction limiting it8 mcop to goodo producod abroad, rtromgly militater 

against the statutory corwtructicm advocatod by rompaxdoat.. 

appropiiate for tii Camismion to inmert into tho mtatute jutimdictiw 

limitations not placed there by Congress. 

It io not 
-. 

90 

Similarly, the statutory language does not encampame sane importation8 

while excluding others. The statute, by its tenus, covers all ainportationsa 

of infringing articles into the United Stater. We oee no bamis for 

respondents' position that the mtatutory t o m  "importaticm" excludes goods 

that have been areimportad. "I1 In thim rempoct, reapandontm have argued that 

' 19 U.S.C. § 1307 (prohibiting importation of articles "manufactured 
wholly or  in part in any foreign Country" by ume of convict labor); 19 U.S.C. 
§ 1336(h) (1) (distinguishing between adammtic article" and "foreign 
article"); 21 U.S.C. § 620(h) (4) (authorising Premidont to prohibit certain 
imports "of any meat articles produced in such foreign country"); 15 U.S.C. 
§ 73 (imposing special duties on an imported "article produced in a foreign 
country" that is mold on condition that the importer is remtricted in dealing 
in other articlee). 

lo spe m t  v i r r -  v. , 111 S .  Ct. 1138, 
1143 (1991) (terminology used repeatedly in rtatutem m o t  bo given 
significance so it will not "becane an inexplicable w r c i r e  in redundancy") ; 
w o  v .  w t e d  S w  , 464 U . S .  16, 23 (1983) (if Congress had intended to 
restrict statute's scope, it presumably would have done eo in the same manner 
as it did in a related statute; a [tlhe mhort answer is that Congress did not 
write the statute that way."). Bee 2A Singer, Sutherland Statutory 
Construction 0 47.38 (1992) ("In conmtruing a mtatute, it i m  always safer not 
to add or to subtract fran the language of a rtatute uulems imperatively 
required to make it a rational etatute"); U e e  of Jam v.  -, 
340 U . S .  593, 596 (1951) (in statutory conmtructian, the court's role 
"is . . . to ascertain - -  neither to add nor to subtract, neither to delete 
nor to distort"). 

'' Respondents take the position that an article that is exported fran the 
United States and subsequently imported is a "reimportation." S a w  federal 
statute and regulations, such as the Consumer Product Safety Act provision 

(continued. . . I  

5 



numerow federal mtatuter moparately rmforonco the to- aaortationa and 
! 

Theme etatutem, however, do not .upport the viow that aiagmrtaticma and 

areimportatiana are mutually urclruivo to-. 

cite, 15 U.S.C. S 2052(a) (13 , tho defidtioaal pro9imiar of the CoP.umsr 

Pro&' safety Act7 actually dofinem the t o m  miaprtationa to 

of tho statutom rorpaaduttm 

- 

The term "imports and aimportatiana include reimporting a 
consumer product manufactured or pmcemmed, in whole or in  part, 
in the United States. 

Another federal statute concerning arebportatiaaa of food. and dmgr 

characterize8 articles mubject to it8 provimionm a8 k i n g  nipppOrted.a12 And a 

Cuetame Semice regulation demcrikm reimpottaticm am ~mubmequamt 

importation."" We therefore caanot agme w i t h  rorpondontm that ume of the 

term aimportation" senms to exclude "reimporteda article6 fraa the scope of 

section 337. To the contrary, the fact that other mtatutory ~chemer do gg& 

distinguish between "importationn and areipllportationa lend8 further mupport to 

our conclusion that the language of the mtatute ~ O O S  not contain the 

limitations on jurisdiction that reepondontm advocate. 

" ( . . . continued) 
discussed below, define the tern areimportationa i n  the m 8 m e  matanor a8 
respondents. Other provisions, such am the Cumtaw regulatione at 19 C.F.R. 
B 141.2, use the term "reimportationa to refer only to foreign-manufactured 
articles that have been imported into U . S .  cumtom territory for the second or 
greater time. 
discussion belor that respondents' characterisation of the articles at issue 
a8 "reimported" is correct. 

'* &s 21 U.S.C.  E 38l(d). Bee 21 U.S.C.  E 353 note (raterenee to 
section 2(4) of Pub. L. 100-293, which umes the term Ira*rta rpb aimporta 
interchangeably) . 
" 19 C.P.R. B 141.2. 

Despite this ambiguity, wa ammume for puxpomes of the 

6 



mrpondants coatend that the legimlativr himtory of eection 337 

evidencw a conrimtent Congrammima1 intent to limit th. mtatute'm rmach to 

foreign-manufactured article.. 

that rection 337 war intended ae a remedy againmt unfairly traded foreign 

Although the logielativa himtory indieatem 

goode, it does not indicate that Cangremm intan&d to limit the .cope of 

section 337 to foreign mad4 goods. 

showing of contrary intentione from [the legimlativs hirtoryl" eupporting 

regpondents' position, we mult find the language of the mtatute itmelf to be 

conclusive and decline to read limitation8 into it.'4 

- 
In the absence of 'the mort extraordinary 

We do not dispute that the lagimlativs hiatory of mection 337 

eupports the proporitian that Cangrem~~ principal objectivm in enacting the 

statute was to provide a remedy againmt unfair acta in the inportation and 

sale of goode manufactured abroad. levmrthelemm, nowhare doer the legislative 

hietory indicate Congrese' intent that juriodiction under mection 337 extend 

a to such articles, or that it be determined by reference to the site of 
first infringement. This is clear from careful analyeir of the excerpts on 

which reepoadente rely. For inmtance, the legimlativs history excerpts from 

the Tariff Act of 1930 that they cite reference not "foreign-made" but 

"foreign" In our view, this terminology encompamrer d l  articles 

imported from abroad, including those at immue here. 

' v. ZIELjted , 469 U . S .  70, 75 (1984); LLpzT V. , 112 14 

S. Ct. 515, 520 (1991); W ' H  P l v a  V.  F l y .  , 469 
U . S .  189, 194 (1985) ("Statutory conmtmction m e t  begin with the language 
employed by Congreee and the armMlption that the ordinary meaning of that 
language accurately expermeto the legielativm purp~me.~). 

l5 

unlawful unfair method. of cwpetition, and unfair act. in the inportation and 
sale in the United Statee of foreign articlema); 8. Rap. 100. 37, 71.t Cong., 
let Sems. 67 (1929). 

H.R. Rep. lo. 7, 71.t Cong., lmt Seem. 166 (1929) ('him oection declarer 

7 



Although the excerptm f r m  the Trade ~ c t  of 1974 on which rampondents 

rely do reference uticlem of foreign masufacture, these uccarpts do not 

describe Congremsional inteat mo much u Caamirmim praetice.l6 ~aclluse the 

Carrmimmion had never addrammed the que8tion of whether dwm8ticrlly- 

manufactured articleo are within tha .cope of recti- 337 prior to 1974, 

stat&& in the<egimlative history that C d m m i a n  practice under mection 
- .  

337 concerned articleo "manufactured abroad" are hardly murprising. 

Finally, the most recent legislative hietory discusming section 337, 

prepared in connection with Olmribur Trade aad Competitiveness Act of 1988 

(OTCA), contains a passage that oupportm the propomition that Congress 

intended section 337 to be conrtrued to anccmpamm all infringing imports: 

Any sale in the United Stater of a p e c t  covered by an 
intellectual property right is a male that rightfully belongs to 
the holder or licexamee# of that property. 

diminishes the value of the intellectual property, and thus 
indirectly harnu~ the public intoremt." 

m e  -on of ppy 
derogates from the mtatutory right, . I  

Accordingly, we cannot conclude that the legiolative himtory indicate6 a clear 

Congressional intent that the Carmission exclude fram the mcopo of mection 337 

either all damestically-manufactured article. or thorn bamwmtically- 

l6 H.R. Rep. lo. 571, 93d Cong., lmt Sems. 78 (1973) ("Commimmion 
precedent, approved by the CCPA [(the pradecemmor to the Federal Circuit)l, 
establishes that the importation or a m t i c  male without licenme fran the 
patent owner of articles manufactured abroad in accordance with the invention 
disclosed in an unelcpired patent concerno an unfair method of conpetition or 
unfair act within the meaning of section 337."); S. Rep. No. 1298, 93d Coag., 
Id Sees. 196 (1974) ("In its investigationm under [mectian 3371, the 
Cdeoion'had found that, under certain circlmutaacem, the importation or 
d m s t i c  salt of an article manufactured abroad in accordance with the 
invention disclosed in a D.S. patent coastitutea one type of unfair mthod or 
unfair act within the meaning of the mtatute..). 

" S .  Rep. 71, 100th Cong., 18t Sess. 128-29 (1987) (enphamim aWed). u. 
v.  US=, 988 P.2d 1165, 1181 (Ped. Cir. 1993) (citing 

OTCA legislative history to reject a proffered interpretation which would have 
had the effect of %akIingl section 337 a lams, not more, effective remedy:). 

8 



manufactured articles that infringe an intellectual property right at the time 

their manufacture ia complete." 

We conmtrue the statute according to it. t o m .  ~ ~ c a u a e  the mtatute 

contain0 no juri8dictional limitation of the type rbvocrtod by the 

reepondonti, we find that the Camnirricm Q.m ham jurimdiction uvor the 

imported daneoti&lly-manufactured article. that at0 the mubject of Aine'a 

claims against the moving respondents. Conmequently, the mubject ID6 are 

reversed and the moving rerrpon&nts* motiona for mummary determination and 

partial eullll~ly determination are denied. 

We acknowledge that our legal canclumion in this case cannot be aquared 

- 

with the language in the 

respondents' motiono. m, unlike thir came, did not require the 

Caamission to conoider the scope of its jurimdiction undmr mection 337. 

Instead, the Conmission waa required only to determine the appropriate scope 

of an exclueion order it wae isrruing. 

that its exclusion order rhould not encampass -.tically-manufactured 

articles. 

concerning the scope of its jurisdiction under mection 337. 

dociaion on which the Aw relied in granting 

The Commiemion determined in EPRaMs 

In so doing, the Capmission mado a number of broad statomento 

We expressly stated in OUT notice of review that we would reconeider the 

etatemente the Cax&srion made an concerning the mcope of its 

The case law cited by teepondants ia mimilarly inconclusive. Each of the 
cases that they cite involved articles of foreign manufacture, so none of the 
courts was required to determine the t y p  of juriadictianal question. present 
in thie investigation. Snr a z o .  N.V. v. USIly, 808 F.2d 1471 (Fed. Cir. 
1986); , 799 F.2d 1559 (Fed. Cir. 1986) ; 
Fir Corn. v. US=, 645 F.2d 976 (C.C.P.A. 1981); ra Orion Co,, 71 F.2d 450 
(C.C.P.A. 1934); -te , 39 F.2d 247 (C.C.P.A.), 

under section 337 doem not &at for imported article. of danertic 
mMuf acture . 

t. de-, 282 U.S.  852 (1930). Theme caaes do not hold that jurisdiction 

9 



the pertinent mtatutory laaguago, legimlativ8 hietory, md c u e  law. Our 

l 9  The Colrmission has had occaoioa neither to reaffirm nor rerlrrmine the 
jurisdictional statomante prior to thio invemtigation. 

In so doing, we do not qwmtiosr that the CaPmimmion'e holding that the 
remedy concerning clanamtically-manufactured article. requemted in 
inappropriate under the fact8 of that came. 
at this time what remediem may or may not be appropriate in thin intnmtigatioa 
should Aine ultimately 8uccecrd in proving that rompcmdent8 have viol8tad 
section 337. 

wa8 
Nor are we prepared to conmidor 

10 



-- 

granting the nrotioam for m\mmary deterathatian and partial mmmmry 

determination, the partiem mre r e ~ m t e d  to provib briefing op meveral 

issues. 
- 

Two such issues were the praper comtructian of 'male for 

importation" and what, if any, nexum murt be mhora ktumen "unfair activities" 

and the acts proocribed by the statuto - -  W r t a t i a n ,  male within the United 

States after importation, and sale for importation. After considering the 

arguments presented by the partiem, the Camprimmion unanimoumly agreer that it 

has jurisdiction over the allegedly infringing articlem that are the mubject 

of the motions for sumnary determination by virtue of the fact that they are 

imported. 

Having found jurisdiction an this grouad, we do not need to reach the 

issue of the proper constructian of  "sale for iopportation" or what nexus is 

required between unfair acts and sale0 for importation. We prefer to address 

those issues at such time that their remolution is necammary for a 

determination. Therefore, we take no position on thome quemtiom now. 

11 



. 8 - . .  

~a our notice of redew, the C e m m i o r r  ukod tha partiom to brief 

"importationw i m  not limited to hportatimi of articlem of foroign 

manufacture. Our basic reamon i m  that ua ought not interpolate into the 

mtatute a limitation (i.e., manufacture abruad) that i r  not thore. We mtre~mm, 

however, that this reaaosing is not limited to our juiadictioa w o r  import8 

of particular 9006.; but uctmndm am well to an fnd.p.nb.nt baaim for our 

jurimdiction, i . e . ,  the unfair actr of rempcadsntm in rolling much goodm for 

importation. 

~ p p !  jurimdictiaa, mo it d o e m  not limit our jurimdictios over 

Juat am the k r t  reading of the mtatute d o e m  not limit our ip 

rempandente whome only activitier are daarsrtic. 

We almo arked the partier to brief the quemtim of "[wlhether rection 

337 awmt or can be read to require any mucum botwean 'unfair activitiem' much 

a m  patent infringement, on the one hand, and the acts promcrikd by the 

mtatute - -  importrtioa, male within tha United Statem after importation, urd 

sale for importation - - aa the other. All partiem anawered thim question in 

the affirmative, although they dimagreed oMr hor the nexw requirement dmuld 

be defined. We do not need to anrwer thim quemtion to -lain why we are 

reversing the suauary detednationm that the Aw granted. But, recogniting 

that a8 a practical matter we do not haw tho luxury of protracted litigation 

' 58 Fed. Rag. at 36704. 

'IPL 
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uu&r moction 337, tho throe of um do think it wime to provide tho parti08 and 

that a rempmdont ham madm a "malo for Wrtati0a.m 

Tho CaPmai8.h~ h u  long hold th8t thoro mwt bo a .rrrrrr botwmon unfair 

activitiem much u patent infringaamnt, op tho a m  hand, .pd inportation, 8.10 

for imp;brtrrtion, &'.ah within the W t o d  Stat08 aftor  bportatim, orr tho 

stated that: 

It i s  obviaur, from our traditi-1 role, not to menticm our 
remedial provimioru, that Cmgremm intended moction 337 to attack 
only unfair trade practice. which rolato to iuqmrted ptoductm. 
then becanem crucial to dimcorn 1- nUCum bmtrren unfair methods 
or actr and importatiorr -foro thim C e m m i o n  ham power to 
act .  . . . Unjurtifiod male. by foroign mmutacturarm belor 
average variable comts becaw unfair awthixb or actr in the 
importation of theme articler kcaume tho ro.pondantm intonded the 
productr to becoam articlom of -reo i n  tho United Statom. 

It 

w,4 the Cumaimmion found that there could be a ".ale for importation" i n  

violation of oection 337 "when a foreign manufacturer m011m infringing goodm 

t o  a foreign trading CQIP.IIY with tho knorlodga that the goodr w i l l  

subsequently be ~ r t o d  to tho United Statos." 

In accordance w i t h  thome w i d - ,  we find that the requisite nuaas 

exist6 when a rompandent that mold infringing u t i c l e r  knew or should have 

knom that thomo article6 would he mb.equontly eaqorted to the United 

Stat08.~ Becaume, a6 mtated in mectia If above, sectim 337 jurimdictia i s  

~ 

I n V .  NO. 337-TA-29, us= Rrb. 863 8t 11-12 (Pa. 1978). 

Inv. No. 337-TA-314, WSITC Pub. 2420 8t 4 (Apr. 1991). 

wo mtrome that proof of a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f a c t u z o r ' a  intont, k n a l o ~ ,  or coantructive 
knowledge i r  not mquirod for um to umort our a j u r i 8 d f c t i a  0vl.r 
infringing import#. 

1 3  



regardlemr of whether the re.pasrbsnt Puaufacturmr goodm abroad, u uam the 

came in Tav V w ,  or rfiethor it aaaufacturom goob in the Unitod Stator 

and me11m thom for uqport. Tho kry quomtiar in oitbmr cu. i m  whothor a 

roller know8 or mhould ham kpom that tho 8rticl.m will submoquontly be 

exported to the S t e d  

We have conmidered and rejected the fro altoxn~tivm naxua tamtm propomod by 
respondents. The first would &om tho IWCU. re&-t matintied d y  if the 
initial "unfair act," much am patont infringement, t a k o m  place outside tho 
United States. Thir proffered requirement doom not brim froe ury C-mmion 
practice or mtatutory requirement; to the cmxtraxy, to the extant that it 
premises the eximtmce of rectioa 337 jurimdiction op tho unavailability of a 
prior action against allegedly infringing azticlem, it appear. to be contrary 
to section 337(a) (11, which statem that Camaimmion jurimdictian eximts under 
mection 337 "in addition to any other pmvirioor of law." 

Reeporrdents' alternate nexum mtandard would requiro a mhoring that there 
was knowledge that PpEh article at imme would be ippPorted in the United 
States. The legal or policy barim for much a mtradarrd ir not clou ina8much 
as the Camnimsion h a m  never imposed a raquir.awnt that article@ nnrmt ba 
imported in cclmrrbrcial quantitieo, or in more than volumer, for 
jurisdiction to eximt under rectiozx 337. 
m, Inv. No. 337-"A-161, VSITC Pub. 1605 at 7-8 (mroV. 1984). If a 
mingle sale can be coruidorod to k an " W r t a t i m "  or a "male tor 
importation" - -  a praporition rampondaatm do not diaputo - -  it i m  not clou 
why a camplainant m m t  #how mora than that tho ~aufacturrr ham )mowlodg. thmt 
aggp of ita allegodly infringing articlom u o  being i8port.d into the Unitod 
States. 

a. 
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1 find that I mrmt roapoctfully d i m a m  with y colluguom' dimcummioa 

which there is no need and which have not k e n  fully briefod. 

The immue before us in thim review of the ~ w ' m  ordor im the armertion 

of C d s m i o n  authority to copduct a proceeding involving goodr that, having 

been originally manufactured in the United Statom, am arqported fran the 

United Stater for m a n e  furthor pronmmbg rad than Laportod in m a n o  furthor 

processed mtate back into the Uaitod Statem. Thim immue im ro8olVable, u the 

Catmission remolves it in the first part of thim opinion, by looking at the 

meaning of the word "imported." The Collmimmion ham authority to conduct 

section 337 invemtigationm involving inrportod 9006.. Having detormined that 

"imported" iacludem what m a n o  of the partiom call " t . ~ r t 8 t i ~ # .  that 

issue is remolved. 

To understand my dimagreoment with the anucumm dimcu88ion of my 

colleagues, it is necemmary to undermtand the context of that dimcummion. The 

issue of the so-called nexum doom not arime in the Context of the Cawnimmicm'm 

assertion of authority to deal with the "reimportation" of tho article# 

themeelves. Tha fact that the articlos are inported im a nrfficient bamim for 

that ameertion. In othor word8, the fact that tho uticlom involvmd b t h h  

proceeding are imported provider the cwnimmian with mubjoct matter 

jurimdiction to entortain t h i m  collplaint and, if appropriate, doal with tho 

15 



m e  n a r  irrue u i r e r ,  at leart in ths firrt IP.tancef in tho 

comnierion'r authority to force' particular partier to participate in it. 

proceedingrf 8. having k e a  immlvrd in a ".ale for hportatioa.g 

moxue" u i r o r  not in the -text of rh.thot mctioa 337 hu k.n violated, 

but ra&er in the--text of who b r  camaaittod the violatioa. 

Tbu, 
\ 

- 
sactiam 337 

clearly convey8 jurirdictioa to conduct proceodingr involving Wthingr." 

aImportationa convey8 jurirdiction oMr articlor that have been imported. 

"Sale for importation" caaxveye jurirdictim mer articlee that have bean mold 

for eventual importation, but not yet imported.' 

By C d r r i o n  practicef hornvor, tho jurirdictiwml temu of the rtatute 

have alro been ured to 8rrert juriedictioa m r  8pecific rm8pozxdeatr rho are 

engaged in the activitior held to viol8te the etatute. Thir remd8xy 

juisdictioacrl amartion is naturally uroful for the conduct of C d . r i =  

ptoceedingr. What ir not clear ir whether it i r  in fact necersary. It may be 

necessary for the arrertion of our authority in default rituatioam. It may be 

nece8eary for certain r.wdier ouch a8 limited urcluriaa order. or cmre 8nd 

bnrirt orders. It ir certainly not necerraxy for othoxr, much 81 general 

exclusion ordore. 

We need not rerolw any quertiarr about thim recondazy jurirdiction in 

the present posture of the proceedingo currently before ue. 

sufficient jurirdictioa to coaduct the proceedingr becauro the article. 

involved are aimported,m any finding. with regard to whether the CaPmirriar 

Having found 

' 
the United Stater but not yet phyrically inportad. 

m e  classic example would be the large mingle item, much u rtadium 
rcoreboard O r  Other large -8tUE, rfrich b km O r b m d  by 8 putchuar 

16 



dl.0 ham jUi8diCtim bOC8U80 thome articles h l t n d  in 8 ' d e  for 

iqmrtati0Q' are muperfluou8. 

to participato in the curmnt procOOdingm bocam it im all0g.d to be -lad 

d y  in a male for hportatioa. 

NO party ham amm0rt.d t h t  it i 8  being forced 

A. premented in tho mpocific AWDm rulingm appeal& to tho M a m i a n ,  
-- 

the imiue bafore U. im -ether a r e  im an unfair act in ttm importatim of 

articles that were originrlly manufactured 

are subeequontly reimportod into the United Statom. 

propriety of bringing particular rempmdentm before the Camnimmion becauee of 

a connection w i t h  thome acta, in other wrdr, abject matter jurimdictian over 

particular danemtic respendentr becaw@ of thoir inwl-t in a male for 

importation, war not raimed kfore or decibd by the AW.' There i m  no m a d  

for us to speak on thim immue either diroctly or indiroctly at thim time. 

tho Dnitod Stator if much good# 

Tho immw of the 

In dieagreeing w i t h  my ~0110agu08' vimm, I wimh to maka char that I am 

not taking any pomition an the appropriatenams of the Colrmimmion ammerting 

juritsdiction over particular ro-ta uu&r the 'male for inportation" 

provieion of the mtrtute or the mubmtmtivb noxw tomt which my colleaguer 

have articulated. 

damemtic manufacturerm, as -11 am good reamanr for not amsorting any 

Thoro are good reamtmm for aamerting much jurimdictian over 

Only rampondent Namhua cam clome to addremming this imsue. It did ao in 
raising the quemtian hypothotically by noting that, if the Caamrimmion did not 
have mubject matter jurirdiction over it but did have jurimdictio~ over ita 
articlee, it mhouid mtill h8ve 8 right to participate in tho pmcoodiagm. 
do not believe that thore im ury qwmtioa .bout itm right to participato if it 
demiree to do mo. 
manction, to participate if it chome not to. R u t  i m n u  ham not beon directly 
pomed or argued by the partiom. 

I 

The quomtion i m  whothot it could bo formd, by throat of 
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of jurimdktiam ham been fully briofod. The dirtinctim ktumon the 

aad what i o  marely ma ixplicatim of i t 8  jurimdictiaa ovor the 

permaa8 involved i n  thome activitiom u u  mot ma&. T’ba aucw i88ue w u  

than t o  the prelirminaxy quemtim of tho .pptapriatenemm of the aamertiam of 

jurimdictian i n  the f i r e t  placo. 

The policy quemtiosu involved i n  an umortim of jurimdictim m m r  

nraurmortim ioplicate the uLfmnt or pro#mr of diacovmry pommiblo in a 

moctiam 337 proceeding? Doem the umortim or amrrrmortim of jurimdictim 

over dmertic respondhntm implicate our jurimdictioa oar foroign 

nraaufacturer83 

Camaimmim’m remedy power.? 

Does the ammertian or -mortiaa of jurimdictiaa affect  the 

For m, thome and othor qwmtioo. W t o  be 

1 8  
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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMHISSION 
Washington, D.C. 

In the Matter of 
1 

CERTAIN SPUTTERED CARBON ) 
COATED COMPUTER DISKS 1 
AND PRODUCTS CONTAINING 1 
SAME, INCLUDING DISK DRIVES ) 

Investigation No. 337-TA-350 

Section 210.53 of the Comission's interim rules requires that Order No. 

16 be called an initial determination so that it can be reviewed by the 

Comission even if no petition for review is filed. This is not the final 

decision of the administrative law judge in this case, which also will be 

called an initial determination. This initial determination shall become the 

determination of the Conmission unless a party files a petition for review of 

the initial determination pursuant to Connnission interim rule 210.54, or the 

Connnission pursuant to Conmission interim rule 210.55 orders on its own motion 

a review of  the initial determination or certain issues therein. For 

computation of time in which to file a petition for review, refer to Sterirn 

- - 
- 

rules 210.54, 201.14, and 201.16(d). 

- -  -. -.- I .. L 
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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION 
Washington, D.C. 

In the Matter of 1 
1 

CERTAIN SPUTTERED CARBON 1 
COATED COMPUTER DISKS 1 
AND PRODUCTS CONTAINING 1 
SAME, INCLUDING DISK DRIVES 1 

Investigation No. 337-TA-350 

Order No. 16 GrantingJ4otion Nos. 350-1, 350-8, 350-12 and 350-14 
Terminating Akashic, Micropolis, Hoya and Nashua From This 
Investigation and Granting Motion Nos. 350-3 of Seagate and 
350-4 of u t a 1  For Partj.al S-on . .  

On May 7, 1993, respondent Akashic Piemories Corporation (Akashic) moved 

for summary determination with respect to the scope o f  the Commission's 

jurisdiction in this investigation. (Motion Docket No. 350-1) .' 
' 
Commission instituted this investigation. 
26, the following statements were made: 

By notice dated April 26, 1993, which notice was served on April 27, the 
At the institution hearing on April 

COMMISSIONER ROHR: . . . 
If I understand it correctly, the alleged infringing goods are 

originally manufactured in the United States and re-imported; is 
that cor re c t ? 

MS. LEVINE [staff]: That is true as to some of the goods in 
question. Others, we understand, are initially made outside the 
U.S. 

COMHISSIONER ROHR: But even in the case of teimports, do I 
understand that that can be a violation of Section 3371 

MS. LEVINE: Well, that is a key issue here which we don't 
believe that institution would finally decide. We believe that if 
you institute would finally decide. 
institute this investigation, that issue will be left open, and we 
believe that is a very significant issue, and the answer to that 
question is not clear. 

We believe that if you 

(continued...) 



On May 7, 1993, respondent Seagate Technology, Inc. (Seagate) moved for 

p a r t u  summary determination with respect to the scope of the Comnission's 

jurisdiction in this investigation. (Motion Docket No. 350-3). 

On May 10, 1993, respondent Western Digital Corporation (Digital) filed a 

paper stating that it "joins" respondent Seagate Technology, Inc. (Seagate) in 

moving for Dartial summary determination with respect to the scope of the 

Conmission's jurisdiction in this investigation, (Motion Docket No. 350-4). 

On May 14, 1993, respondent Micropolis Corporation (Micropolis) moved for 

summary determination with respect to the scope of the Conmission's 

jurisdiction in this investigation. (Motion Docket No. 350-8). 

On May 18, 1993, respondent Hoya Electronics (Hoya) moved for sununary 

determination with respect to the scope of the Conmission's jurisdiction in 

this investigation. (Motion Docket No. 350-12). 

On May 17, 1993, Nashua Corporation (Nashua) filed a response to certain 

' ( . . .continued) 
COMMISSIONER ROHR: , . . Can re-imports be a violation of 

Section 337? 

MS. LEVINE: Yes. For purposes of institution, I think a 
colorable claim can be made. 
position on the merits during the case, and I'd prefer not to be 
committed at this point to that matter. 

If you institute, I'll have to take a 

* * *  

VICE CHAIRMAN WATSON: . . . In voting for this initiation, 
I'd like to make a short statement regarding the matter. I believe 
this case presents a novel and important legal issue for the 
Cornmission to decide and, in so voting to initiate this time, I 
would indeed make it clear that my vote today to institute this 
complaint does not reach the merits of the ultimate jurisdictional 
questions that the Comission must answer, and I believe these 
should be addressed as early as possible in this matter following 
institution o f  the same. 
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of the above motions and argued that the Commission lacks subject matter and 

jurisdiction over Nashua's U.S. activities and over its domestically 

manufactured products. That response was designated Motion Docket No. 350-14 

(w Order No. 12). 

Extensive oral argument on the motions was had on May 25, 1993. 

FILINGS OF THE PARTIES 

Akashic argued that complainant has alleged that Akashic2 infringes 

claims of complainant Aine's U.S. Patent No. Re. 32,464 in issue (complaint 

para. 1.1.2).3 Submitted with Motion No. 350-1 was a declaration of Philip A. 

Kogel which states: 

1. 
("Akashic") and have personal knowledge of the facts stated herein, 
except as otherwise stated, and would testify competently to them if 
called upon to do so. 

I am the Vice President of Akashic Memories Corporation 

2. 
business in San Jose. 

Akashic is a California corporation with its principal place of 

* Paragraph 3.3.1 of the complaint reads: 

3.3.1 W c  m i e s  Cofpprat ("Akashic"), a wholly- 
owned subsidiary of Kubota, Inc., is a California 
corporation with its principal place of business located 
at 305 West Tasman Street, San Jose, California 95134. 
On information and belief, Akashic sells its infringing 
disks to entities in the Far East with the expectation 
that they will be assembled in disk drives and/or compute 
systems outside the United States and imported into the 
United States. On information and belief, Akashic's disk 
sales for 1991 exceeded $35.0 Million. Its disk 
production was approximately 200,000 disks per month. 

The patent in issue purports to cover a process for manufacturing thin 
film magnetic recording disks, and the resulting disks. 
argument admitted that the claims in issue do not claim a disk drive. 

Complainant at oral 

3 



3. For at least the past three years, 100% of the sputtered disks 
produced by Akashic have been manufactured in Northern California, 
All of these disks are sold F.O.B. 
Northern California. 

-- freight on board -- in 

4. 
import, any sputtered disks, disk drives or other computer equipment 
from outside the United States. C4l 

Akashic does not import, nor does it have m y  future plans to 

Akashic argued that the Commission does not have in jurisdiction over 

the sputtered carbon coated disks wholly manufactured in the United States by 

Akashic and that consequently this investigation should be restricted to 

foreign manufactured disks and Akashic should be dismissed as a respondent. 

Akashic has taken the position that the Commission's decision in &I re Certain 

Efasable Pr-le Read - -orieg, Inv. No. 337-TA-276, USITC Pub. 2196 

yacated in & llpm~, Ute1 C o n .  v. ITC, 946 F.2d 821 (Fed. Cir. 1991) - -  

(-1 is dispositive and mandates that the Conmission find that it lacks 

jurisdiction over Akashic's domestically-manufactured disks as a matter of 

law; that in EPROb, the Commission examined whether EPROMs, the wafers of 

which were fabricated domestically and allegedly infringed complainant's 

Complainant, in opposing Motion No. 350-1 argued that while the Akashic 
declaration at least recognizes that its past and future activities are 
material, it only purports to address the last three years while the patent in 
issue issued over five years ago which period is covered by the investigation. 
Also as to all movants complainant argued that movant's asserted facts relate 
to activities that are uniquely within movants' knowledge: that complainant 
presently has no means to either verify or refute the asserted tasks about 
movants' activities: that complainant is entitled to take discovery on the 
movants' relationships with disk drive manufacturers, their activities 
"inducing" the importation, use and sale of the infringing disks, their 
knowledge of what happens to the disks when sold, and rnovants' involvement in 
the importation, use and sale of infringing disk drives, "among other issues." 
Hence it argued that the motions in issue should be denied, or at least 
stayed, pending the opportunity for complainant to take discovery on the 
asserted facts. 

4 



patent, could be the subject of a section 337 investigation: that in EPROMs 

silicone wafers containing several alleged infringing EPROMs chips or dice 

were fabricated in the United States; and that despite finding that the patent 

in issue had been infringed, the Conmission refused to include the EPROMs 

which contained domestically-fabricated wafers in the resulting exclusion 

order. 

Akashic also argued that the Conmission's reasoning in EPROMs applies 
with even greater force in this investigation: that no less than 100% of the 

sputtered disks produced by Akashic are fabricated in the United States: that 

Akashic's infringement of the patent in issue, if any, is complete upon the 

date of the disks' manufacture in Northern California and is distinct from any 

foreign producer's subsequent importation of disk drives or other computer 

equipment; and that even more compelling here than in 

Akashic's disks, completely manufactured in Northern California, are not 

modified or further fabricated in any way outside of the United States. 

Motion No. 3 5 Q 2  - 

is the fact that 

Seagate', in support of Motion No. 350-3 for partial summary 

Paragraph 3.3.7 of the complaint reads: 

3.3.7 m t e  T-. Inc, ("Seagate") is a Delaware 
corporation with its principal place of business at 920 
Disc Drive, Scotts Valley, California 95066. Seagate 
manufactures approximately 2.2 million infringing thin 
film disks per month in the United States for its own use. 
Seagate also purchases infringing disks from other 
companies. On information and belief, Seagate transport 
disks to its Far East facilities to be assembled in disk 
drives, which are then imported into the United States. 
Seagate's own subassembly, component and manufacturing 
facilities are located in Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia, 
Scotland, Minnesota, Oklahoma and California. 
Subassembly, component operations, final assembly and 
testing all take place in Singapore, Thailand, Minnesota 

(continued...) 
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determination, argued that the Codssion does not have in jurisdiction 

over thin film magnetic recording disks manufactured in the United States by 

Seagate and that consequently this investigation should be restricted to 

foreign manufactured disks, 

Submitted with Motion No, 350-3 is a statement of material facts "not in 

issue" and which references the complaint and accompanying declarations of 

Joseph Haefele, said to be vice president of disk engineering for Seagate, and 

James Danna, said to be a senior buyer for Seagate. According to the 

statement o f  material facts: 

1. The products at issue in this investigation are thin film 
magnetic recording disks ("thin file disks") used in disk drives. 
(Complaint, P 5.1). 

2. Seagate Technology, Inc. operates manufacturing facilities in 
the United States in which thin film disks and disk substrates are 
produced. (Haefele Decl., 99 2). 

3. Seagate employs approximately [16003 persons at its U.S. thin 
film disk and disk substrate manufacturing facilities. 
Decl., ll 3).  

(Haefele 

4. Seagate manufactures thin film disks for its own use and 
incorporation into disk drives manufactured by Seagate. 
Decl., f 4). 

(Haefele 

5. 
located outside the United States. (haefele Decl., B 5). 

Seagate does not manufacture any thin film disks in any facility 

6. Aine [complainant] has acknowledge that Seagate manufactures 
thin film disks in the United States for its own use. 
3.3.7). 

(Complaint, B 

'(. . .continued) 
and Oklahoma, while subassembly and component operations, 
only, take place in California and Scotland. Independent 
entities in various countries, including Hong Kong, Japan, 
Korea, Taiwan and Thailand manufacture or assemble 
components for Seagate. On information and belief, 
Seagate's 1991-92 disk drives sales were close to $3.0 
Billion. 
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7. 
Seagate's U.S. facilities; nothing further needs to be done to the 
disks before they can be incorporated into disk drives. 
Decl., B 6 ) .  

The manufacture of thin film disks by Seagate is complete at 

(Haefele 

8. 
Seagate disk drive assembly facilities for insertion into disk 
drives; such drive assembly facilities are located in both the 
United States and in foreign countries. (Haefele Decl., P 7). 

Once manufactured by Seagate, the thin film disks are shipped to 

9. 
percent of its requirement for thin film disks. 
the balance of its requirement for thin film disks from various U.S. 
and foreign disk manufacturers. 
3). 

Currently, Seagate manufactures an average of more than 50 
Seagate purchases 

(Haefele Decl., P 9; Dana Decl., Q 

10. 
Corporation, Komag, Inc. and Nashua Corporation, who have been named 
as Respondents in this investigation. 

Seagate purchases thin film disks from Akashic Memories 

(Danna Decl., P 5 ) .  

11. 
facilities in the United States. (U.1. 

Akashic, Komag, and Nashua have thin film disk manufacturing 

12. Seagate purchases thin film disks from Showa Denko K.K. and 
Fuji Electric Corporation of America. (Danna Decl., P 6). Showa 
Denko K.K. is licensed under U.S. Patent Re. 32,464 [in issue]. 
(Complaint, 11 9.1.10). Upon information and belief, Fuji Electric 
Corporation of America is a subsidiary of Fuji Electric Co. Ltd. who 
is licensed under the Aine patent [in issue]. (Complaint, P 9.1.2). 

13. At least 95 percent of Seagate's requirement for thin film 
disks is either manufactured in the United States by Seagate or its 
vendors or purchased from licensed foreign vendors. (Danna Decl., 9 
7 )  .6 PI 
Seagate argued that the legislative history and the Commission's 

reviewing courts have stated that section 337 was intended to reach articles 

Seagate argued that the precise amount of disks manufactured or purchased 
are irrevalant to the legal issue presented -- whether the Commission has 
does not concede that the disks manufactured in the United States and shipped 
to foreign disk drive assembly facilities constitute "importstt when they re- 
enter the United States as part of the assembled disk drives but rather argued 
that those disks are of U . S .  origin and are not "imports" from foreign 
sources 

jurisdiction over domestically manufactured articles. Moreover Seagate 

Complainant, in opposition argued that Seagate as well as Digital, see 
infra, focus only on their alleged current activities. 
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manufactured abroad; that Conmission precedent clearly indicates that articles 

of domestic manufacture are outside the Commission's jurisdiction and are 

therefore not properly subject to exclusion by the Conmission; and that 

consequently this proceeding should not investigate whether domestically 

manufactured disks infringe the Aine patent in issue and whether such alleged 

infringement constitutes a violation of section 337. 

legislative intent and the general purpose of the Tariff Act are that the 

Commission is to provide a remedy for unfair acts that "exceed the 

jurisdiction o f  the federal district courtsfgl that here, however, complainant 

Aine can reach the source of the alleged infringement in a district court 

action, which would provide a complete remedy as to disks manufactured in the 

United States and Aine recognized that the U.S. District Court is the 

appropriate forum when he sued Seagate last year; that it is a waste of public 

and private resources to investigate whether domestically manufactured disks 

infringe the Aine patent; and that even if the Conmission were to investigate 

and determine that the disks in issue infringe the complainant's patent and 

violate section 337, Conmission precedent indicates that the Commission cannot 

issue an exclusion order covering these disks. 

It is argued that the 

Like Akashic, Seagate relied on m. It argued that, as in m s ,  

the allegedly infringing disks are "fabricated in the United States, shipped 

overseas for assembly, then reimported into the United States;" that as in 

P R O M S ,  the alleged infringement "takes place in the United States" because 

the alleged infringement is in the manufacturing process and the article 

itself, both o f  which are completed in the United States; that as in -, 
complainant Aine "has a remedy in federal district court against infringement 

occurring in the United States;" and that as in the Cornmission must 
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find that "such infringement is beyond the scope of the Codssion's 

jurisdiction in section 337." 

Referring to complainant Aine's allegations that Seagate infringes not 

just by manufacturing, but also by using and selling in the United States 

after re-importation disk drives manufactured abroad that contain the thin 

film disks and that Seagate induces others to infringe complainant's patent, 

Seagate argued that the instant facts are not distinguishable from the 

situation in EPROMs where post-importation activities were also at issue: that 

in a, the wafers were made in the United States, exported for assembly 

into a larger product, then reimported as part of the larger product, which 

was used or sold for use by others in the United States: that despite the fact 

that use or sale may constitute infringement under 35 U.S.C. Q 271(a), and 

that anyone who induces infringement may be held to be an infringer under 35 

U.S.C. § 271(b), the Commission in EPROMs expressly found that it lacked 

jurisdiction over infringement both before and after importation. 

Under a subheading relating to earlier Commission precedent, Seagate 

argued that in -cellular Plastic Eilrp lPlastic F M  , Inv, No. 

337-TA-54, Advisory Opinion, April 28, 1981 the patent-in-suit covered a 

process for producing plastic film that was used in swinnning pool covers: that 

after the Commission issued an exclusion order prohibiting importation of 

plastic film manufactured aboard, a Canadian manufacturer of swimming pool 

covers set up a facility in the United States to manufacture the plastic film, 

and sought the Commission's advice as to whether exportation of the film to 

Canada for assembly of the pool covers, and shipment of the pool covers into 

the United States would violate the existing exclusion order: and that the 

Commission held that this activity would not violate the exclusion order, and 
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simply directed that the manufacturer must provide an affidavit to Customs 

that the pool covers were made from plastic film manufactured in the United 

States. 

It is argued that while complainant kine attempts to discredit the 

relevancy of -tic F 

manufactured domestically is not the same as plastic film *9nanufactured 

abroad," which was a term used in the exclusion order, citing letter of April 

15, 1993, from Mary R. Szews to Paul R. Bardos, at 3, the Cornmission's 

exclusion order in -tic F incorporated the language 'I ... plastic film 
manufactured abroad . . * I ,  which in and of itself shows that the C d s s i o n  did 

not consider domestically manufactured plastic film to be covered by the 

exclusion order, and that even if the Conmission had not originally been aware 

of the implications of the language used in the Plastic F 

the advisory opinion proceeding gave it a second chance to consider the matter 

explicitly and after this focused consideration, if the Commission deemed it 

by scoffing that "not surprisingly** plastic film 

exclusion order, 

necessary to exclude the foreign-made swimming pool covers because they 

incorporated a component found to be infringing -- regardless of the location 
of the component's manufacture -- the Conmission could have modified the 
existing exclusion order to accommodate the circumstances, which it did not do 

8 so .  

Seagate argued that appellate opinions and the legislative history makes 

it clear that a Commission remedy is available against foreign, not domestic, 

infringement: that there is significant support, both within the legislative 

The staff in opposition to the motions in issue argued that it is 
significant in -tic F i&,u that the Conmission did not modify the exclusion 
order to reach the U.S. made plastic film and also that there was no 
suggestion in the opinion that any party requested such a modification. 

10 



history of section 337 and the Commission's (and its reviewing court's) 

interpretation thereof, for the Commission's detedmtion that the remedy for 

such domestic infringement lies in the federal district courts, not with the 

Commission; that section 337, and its predecessor statute, Section 316 of the 

Tariff Act of 1922, were clearly created to provide a remedy for unfair acts 

that exceeded the jurisdiction of the federal district courts, and were 

intended to stop infringing articles manufactured abroad; that as early as 

1934, the Commission's previous reviewing court observed that "[ilt has long 

been settled that articles patented in the United States cannot be 

manufactured abroad, imported, and sold in violation of the rights of the 

patentee," citing In re Northern Pigment CoL , 71 F.2d 447, 456 (CCPA 1934) , 

(CCPA), cert. denied 296 U.S. 576 (19361, S U U L Q U &  averruledinrelevant 

ky 19 U.S.C. I 1337a (repealed 1988); that during consideration of 

legislative changes enacted in 1974, Congress reaffirmed that Section 337 was 

intended to protect patent owners from infringing articles manufactured 

abroad, the House Ways and Means Committee stating: 

As in the past, the Cormnission would make its 
determination in cases involving the claims of a U.S. 
patent following the guidelines of Codssion practices 
and the precedents of the CCPA. Commission precedent, 
approved by the CCPA, establishes that the importation or 
domestic sale without license from the patent owner af 
articles manufactured abrou in accordance with the 
invention disclosed in an unexpired U.S. patent 
constitutes an unfair method of competition or unfair act 
within the meaning of section 337. ... 
... For a period of over 40 years, the Tariff Commission 
has entertained complaints of importation or sale of 
articles allegedly made in accordance with the 
specifications and claims of a U.S. patent, first under 
the provisions of section 316 of the Tariff Act of 1922, 
and then pursuant to successor provisions in section 337 
of the Tariff Act of 1930. In its decisions under these 
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provisions, the Commission has determined that under 
certain circumstances, the importation of domestic sale nf 

arucle manufactured aboard in accordance with the 
invention disclosed in a U.S. patent constitutes one type 
of unfair method or unfair art within the meaning of the 
statue. 

H. Rep. No. 93-571, 93d Cong., 1st Sass. at 78 (1973) (Emphasis added by 

Seagate); and that Congress' most recent statements of legislative intent are 

consistent: "The Congress finds that ... the existing protection under 
section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930 against unfair trade practices is 

cumbersome and costly and has not provided United States owners of 

intellectual property rights with adequate protection against foreinn 

comDanies violating such rights," (Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 
1988, Pub. 1. No. 100-418, § 1341(a), 102 Stat. 1107, 1212 (1988) (Emphasis 

added by Seagate) .9 

It is argued that section 337 was intended to provide a remedy for unfair 

acts that exceeded the jurisdiction of the federal district courts, so that 

infringement could be stopped at its source; that just a short time after 

enactment of the Tariff Act of 1930, the CCPA observed 

In the case of the sale of articles manufactured in the 
United States the infringing manufacturer can be proceeded 
against and thus the unfair practice be reached at its 
source. 
through the courts of preventing the sale of imported 
merchandise in violation of their patent rights . ... 
Unless, therefore, section 316 may be invoked to reach the 
foreign articles at the time and place of importation by 
forbidding entry into the United States of those articles 

Domestic patentees have no effective means 

The staff, in opposition, argued that this statement in the Omnibus Act 
indicates that section 337 was intended to provide to U.S. intellectual 
property owners protection against foreign companies, but it does not 
establish that imports which were initially manufactured in the United Sates 
are outside the ambit of section 337 and that domestic companies that deal in 
imported products can be and have been found to be in violation of section 
337. 
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which upon the facts in a particular case are found to 
violation rights of domestic manufacturers, such domestic 
manufacturers have no adequate remedy. 

citing ln re Nor- Co, , 71 F.2d at 455-56; that in a companion case 

issued the same day, the CCPA also simultaneously noted that 

In this latter class of cases [in the case of importations from 
foreign countries], manufactured products, m c e d  in p 

c w t r v  -re the m o w  is b-ol of the 
sourts of the United States, are imported into this country. 
Up until the time when they are released from customs custody 
into the commerce of this country, no opportunity is presented 
to the manufacturer of the United States to protect himself 
against unfair methods of competition or unfair acts. After 
the goods have been so released into the comerce of the 
country, the American manufacturer may assert his rights 
against any one who has possession of, or sells, the goods. 
However, this method of control must be, and is, ineffective, 
because of the multiplicity of suits which must necessarily be 
instituted to enforce the rights of the domestic manufacturer, 
This phase of the matter obviously was in the minds of Congress 
at the time of the preparation of said section 337 (19 USCA § 
1337). 

citing re Orion Co, , 71 F.2d 458, 466-67 (CCPA 19341, overl.uled Pn 

cert. denied 296 U.S. 576 (19361, statutor U o v e r r u l e d i n x e h m 3 L ~ k Y 1 9  

U.S.C.  § 1337a (repealed 1988) (Emphasis added by Seagate); that the Orion 

court also quoted from a report of the Tariff Commission (the predecessor to 

the ITC), which explained that 

The jurisdiction of district courts and the scope of any decree 
issued by them do not extend to the importation or exclusion of 
imported merchandise from entry into the United States. 
Section 316, therefore, as construed by the Tariff Commission 
in its findings now before the Court of Customs Appeals for 
review, affords an exclusive remedy. 

L, 71 F.2d at 467; that more recently, the CCPA stated that "[tlhe Tariff 
Act of 1930 (Act) and its predecessor, the Tariff Act of 1922, were intended 

to provide an adequate remedy for domestic industries against unfair methods 

of competition and unfair acts instigated by foreinn c o n w n s  oDe- bev& 
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Y . S .  Int'l. -de C-, 645 F.2d 976, 985, 209 USPQ 469, 478 (CCPA 1981) 

(emphasis added by Seagate), and that here, the federal district courts can 

provide Aine a complete remedy for Seagate's alleged infringement, which M n e  

acknowledged by suing Seagate in federal district court over a year ago, M 

action that was voluntarily dismissed by fine on the eve of his deposition, 

citing &e v. Seapate 

Southern District of Mississippi, Hattiesburg Division, dismissed November 4, 

1992. lo 

, Civil Action No. H92-0072(p) (n) , 

Seagate argued that complainant Aine has ignored the requirement that 

there be a nexus between the unfair act and the importation: that a nexus must 

exist between the importation and the alleged unfair act to incur the ITC's 

subject matter jurisdiction; that as the Comnission has stated: 

It is obvious from our traditional role, not to mention our remedial 

It then becomes 
provisions, that Congress intended section 337 to attack only unfair 
trade practices which relate t o r t e d  products . 
crucial to discern some nexus between unfair methods or acts and 
importation before this Commission has power to act. 
added] ["I 

[Emphasis 

citing Certain Welded Stainless Steel P M  Tuba , Inv. No, 337-TA-29, USITC 
Pub. 863, 1 ITRD 5245, 5252 (Feb. 19781, 1 - 
Inserts, Inv. No. 337-TA-99, 218 USPQ 832, 835 (1982); Certain Car- 

pacemakers-and Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-162, Order No. 37, Initial 

lo 

with articles manufactured abroad, and that movants have cited no instance 
where a Court addressed the question of whether infringing imports that were 
initially domestically manufactured were held to be outside the scope of 
section 337. 

The staff argued that Orion and Northern P- were "only" concerned 

l 1  

relate only to "imported products," the staff notes that complainant has 
alleged unfair trade practices related to imported products. 

The staff argued that to the extent that Congress intended section 337 to 
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Determination Granting Cordis' Motion for Summary Determination (March 21, 

1984). 

the alleged unfair act, because the unfair act -- the alleged patent 
infringement -- occurred completely in the United States; that the 
held that infringement by domestically manufactured wafers and foreign 

assembled EPROMs was beyond the scope of the ITC's jurisdiction; that here, as 

in m, there is no nexus between importation and the alleged infringement. 

Seagate argued that conservation of public and private resources dictates 

that partial summary determination is appropriate; that even if the Commission 

were to complete this investigation and determine that disks in issue infringe 

the Aine patent and violate section 337, EPROMs clearly indicates that the 

Commission cannot issue an exclusion order covering these disks and hence it 

is a waste of public and private resources to investigate whether domestically 

manufactured disks infringe the Aine patent: and that if the Commission 

affirms that it does not have jurisdiction over domestically manufactured, 

allegedly infringing products and grants Seagate's partial summary 

determination motion, respondents who only manufacture in the United States or 

purchase domestically manufactured disks may be terminated from this 

investigation. 

It is argued that here there is no nexus between the importation and 

case 

Referring to complainant's arguments, prior to institution of this 

investigation, in which complainant relied upon -. v. U.S, 

bt'1. Trade C o n  , 988 F.2d 1165, 26 USPQZd 1018, 1030-31 (Fed. Cir. 1993) 

(Texas In struments) to support inclusion of domestically manufactured disks in 

this investigation, Seagate argued that in Texas, the Federal 

Circuit considered 

rejecting Analog's 

whether the Commission correctly construed the statute in 

argument that Analog, a respondent-importer who 
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manufactured the subject goods abroad but also held a partial license (limited 

to a particular quantity) from Texas Instruments, was imrmne to remedial 

orders under section 337 by virtue of being a member of the domestic industry, 

even with respect to products that exceeded the scope of the license (although 

Seagate does not contend, (LB Analog did, that it io beyond the jurisdiction of 

the Commission because it is a member of the domestic industry and instead 

contends that domestically manufactured disks are beyond the Commission's 

jurisdiction) citing Texas, that the Federal Circuit first 
affirmed the ITC's choice of remedy, in which the ITC issued a cease and 

desist order and a limited exclusion order to Analog, but specifically stated 

that these orders did not apply to Analog's products covered by the license 

u.; that the Federal Circuit then considered whether membership in the 
domestic industry shielded Analog from the remedy imposed as to unlicensed 

products and in that context, the Federal Circuit stated: 

Statutory interpretation begins with the language of the 
statute... 
must give effect to the "unambiguously expressed intent of Congress'' 

If the statute clearly expresses Congressls intent, we 

* * *  

The plain language of subsection ( a ) ( l ) ( B )  prohibits the importation 
of articles found to infringe a valid and enforceable United States 
patent by owner, importer or consignee. There is no suggestion in 
the statutory language that only owners, importers or consignees in 
the domestic industry are subject to the remedial powers bestowed on the 
Comission by statute. This language is clear and its meaning is 
unambiguous. 
shield an importer such as Analog from the purview of section 337. Our 
duty, as was the Commission's is to enforce the statute according to its 
terms. 

Membership in the domestic industry does not operate to 

LI. (Emphasis in original); that the Federal Circuit thus affirmed the 
exclusion order against Analog because it found the language "owner, importer, 

or consignee" in section 337(a)(l)(B) to be clear and unambiguous in that it 

made no exceptions for those in the domestic industry: that complainant's 
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quotation of the Federal Circuit's opinion in a letter to Acting Secretary 

Paul Bardos dated April 15, 1993 leaves out the emphasis contained in the 

original; that when read with the Federal Circuit's emphasis, it is clear that 

the Federal Circuit considered only the limited legal issue before it, and did 

not mean that section 337 was clear and unambiguous in its entirety and for 

every purpose; that even assuming arnuendo that the Federal Circuit's analysis 

of section 337 in is entitled t o  broader interpretation than 

argued here, the legislative history clearly expresses Congress' intent and 

must be followed, citing J o h n s e  - Cow. v. u-es , 855 F.2d 1556, 

1559 (Fed. Cir. 19881, cert, denied, 489 U . S .  1066 (1989) ("clear evidence of 

legislative intent prevails over other principles of statutory construction'') : 

that consequently, the Federal Circuit has not reviewed the language of 

section 337 with respect to the jurisdictional issue posed in the instant 

complaint, and does not prohibit or otherwise limit the 

Commission's use of legislative history or the Comission precedent to 

construe the statute; that made no findings whatsoever that 

other language of the statute clearly and unambiguously expresses Congress' 

intent; that nothing in precludes the Commission from 

interpreting its jurisdictional power in the manner it did in 

fact, the Commission correctly interpreted the statute in m; and that 

similarly, in the same letter to Paul Bardos dated April 15, 1993, complainant 

Aine then quoted from m s  Lnstrumw' review of the legislative history, 

y iz .  that it was "Congress' stated intention 'to make [section 3371 a more 

effective remedy for the protection of United States intellectual property 

rights,'" which, too, is quoted out of context and is not on point, because 

that quotation from the legislative history is part of a discussion that 

and in 
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broadened the threshold definition of domestic industry to include the 

exploitation of intellectual property rights by means other than domestic 

manufacture and Congress did not intend with this statement to broaden the 

Codssion's jurisdiction as to alleged infringers Seagate, specifically 

referring to the following portion of the conference report stating: 

In changing the wording with respect to importation or 
sale, the conferees do not intend to change the 
interpretation or implementation of current law as it 
applies to the importation or sale of  articles that 
infringe certain U.S. intellectual property rights. 

H. Rep. No. 100-576, 100th Cong., 2d Seso. 633 (1988). Moreover Seagate 

argued that in 

out overseas and the resulting goods were then imported into the United 

the allegedly infringing process was carried 

States; and that there was no evidence that Analog manufactured any subject 

goods in the United States, then exported, ipcorporated them into a larger 

product, and reimported the product containing the allegedly infringing goods, 

as Seagate and the respondents in have done.I2 

l 2  

that the Federal Circuit has held that section 337 clearly and unambiguously 
did not contain the domestic industry exemption that Analog argued should be 
read into the statue. 
argued that while Seagate interprets the emphasized words in the above 
quotation of 
ruling and argued that the Court's interpretation of the plain meaning of the 
statute has no effect on the issue here because it was focused on the words 
"owner, importer or consignee," and that even if this were correct, which it 
is not, the Federal Circuit was interpreting the terms "owner, importer, or 
consignee" in context of the entire passage cited, including the terms 
"importation" or "article;" that the terms can not be read in isolation from 
each other: that the Federal Circuit was deciding what activities were covered 
by section 337: that the Court held that section 337 covers all infringing 
imports, including those from a member of the domestic industry: that 
moreover, each movant is an "owner, importer or consignee" within Seagate's 
interpretation of the -ents case: that the Federal Circuit's 
emphasis only serves to confirm that its holding applies to each of the 
movants, and the statute extends that coverage to each of their "agents" as 
well citing 19 U.S.C. §1337(a)(4). 

The staff, relying on the quoted language of TexasInstruments, argued 

Complainant, in opposition to the motions in issue 

as limiting the effect of the Federal Circuit's 

(continued...) 
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Digital13, relying on a declaration of Robert Parmelee said to be 

employed by Western Digital and with the company for two years as Vice 

President Materials, provided the following statement of material facts ''not 

in issue": 

1. The products at issue in this investigation are thin film 
magnetic recording disks ("thin film disks") used in disk drives. 
(Complaint P 5.1). 

2 .  Western Digital Corporation operates a manufacturing 
facility in the United States in which thin film disks are produced. 
(Parmelee Decl., i 2 ) .  . 

3. Western employs approximately [362] persons at its U.S. 
thin film disk manufacturing facility. (Parmelee Decl., P 2). 

4. 
incorporation into disk drives manufactured by Western, 
Decl., TI 3). 

Western manufacturers thin film disks exclusively for 
(Parmelee 

5 .  Western does not manufacture any thin film disks in any 
facility located outside the United States. (Parmelee Decl., P 4). 

6. Complainant Aine has acknowledged that Western 
manufacturers thin film disks in the United States for its own use. 
(Complainant, TI 3.3.8). 

l 2  ( . . . continued) 
l3  Paragraph 3.3.8 of the complaint reads: 

ion ("Western") is a 3.3.8 Western Divjtal Cornorat 
Delaware Corporation with its principal place of business 
located at 8105 Irvine Center Drive, Irvine California 
92718. On information and belief, Western manufactures at 
least 50,000 disks per month in California for its own 
use. Western also purchases infringing thin film disks 
from at least respondent Komag. Western installs both the 
purchased and manufactured disks in its disk drives in 
Singapore. 
drives for sale in the United States, either as peripheral 
devices or assembled in computer systems. 
and belief, Western's 199-92 disk drive sales exceeded 
$150 Million. 

. .  

Western and/or its customers import such disk 

On information 
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7. The manufacture of thin film disks by Western is complete 
at Western's U.S. facilities: nothing further needs to be done to 
the disks before they can be assembled into disk drives. 
Decl., P 5).  

(Parmelee 

8. Once manufactured by Western, the thin film disks are 
shipped to Western's disk drive assembly facility for incorporation 
into disk drives. 
in Singapore. (Parmelee Decl., ¶9 6, 8). 

Western's disk drive assembly facility is located 

9. Western does not have the manufacturing capacity to supply 
its full requirement of thin film disks. 
manufacturers an average of more than 33 percent of its requirement 
for thin film disks. Western purchases the balance of its 
requirement for thin film disks from various U.S. and foreign disk 
manufacturers. (Parmelee Decl., P 7). 

Currently, Western 

10. Western purchases thin film disks from Komag, Inc., which 
has been named as a Respondent in this investigation. 
Decl., B 10). 

(Parmelee 

11. Komag, Inc. has its thin film disk manufacturing facility 
in the United States. (Parmelee Decl., P 10). 

12. Western purchases thin film disks from Showa Denka K.K., 
Fuji Electric Co., Ltd., KME and Trace Storage Technology Corp., who 
are licensed under U.S. Patent Re 32,646. (Complaint, P 9.1). 

13. At least 89 percent of Western's requirement for thin film 
disks is either manufactured in the United States by Western or its 
vendors or purchased from licensed foreign vendors. 
Decl., B 12). 

(Parmelee 

Micropolis, '' relying on an attached declaration of Robert G. Wallstorm 

l 4  Paragraph 3 . 4 . 4  of the complaint reads: 

3.4.4 -lis Coworat ion ("Micropolis") is a Delaware 
Corporation with its principal place of business at 21211 
Nordhoff Street, Chatsworth, California 91311. Micropolis 
purchases infringing thin film disks from Respondent 
Komag, Inc. Micropolis installs the infringing disks into 
disk drives at its manufacturing facilities in Bangkok, 
Thailand and in Singapore. 
customers import such infringing disk drives into the 
United States either as peripheral devices or assembled in 
computer systems. 

Micropolis and/or its 

On information and belief, Micropolis' 
(continued. . . I  
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said to have been employed by Micropolis since May 1989 and currently 

Executive Vice President and General Manager, Storage Systems of Micropolis, 

in a statement of material facts "not in issue" represented: 

1. Respondent Micropolis Corporation, is a Delaware 
corporation with its principal office located in Chatsworth, 
California. [Wallstorm Declaration, 9 21 

2 .  The Complaint alleges that certain computer hard disks, 
including domestically manufactured disks, infringe complainant's 
patent. [Complaint, P 5.1.1 

3. Complainant alleges that certain sputtered carbon coated 
disks are covered by his United States Patent No. Re 32, 464 ("the 
Aine Patent"). [Complainant, P 1.13 

4. Complainant further charges that these disks are supplied 
to disk drive manufacturers, such as Micropolis, installed in disk 
drives overseas then shipped back into this country. 
1.1.31 

[Complaint, P 

5. Micropolis does not manufacture storage disks. Rather, it 
purchases all such disks from suppliers. [Wallstorm Decl. B 31 

6. The specific alleged basis for including Micropolis as a 
respondent in this matter is that Micropolis purchases disks 
manufactured in the United States by Komag, Inc. [Complainant, ! 
3.4.41 

7. 
has purchased disks manufactured outside the United States. 
[Complaint] 

The complaint does not specifically allege that Micropolis 

8. As alleged in the complaint, Micropolis purchases disks 
within the United States which are manufactured in the United 
States. [Wallstorm Decl. P 41 

9. Micropolis does not purchase disks manufactured outside the 
United States, except from one company, which manufactures in Japan. 
However, that company is licensed by the complainant, Harry Aine. 
[Wallstorm Decl. 1 41 

Micropolis argued that as in -, the accused Micropolis wafers, were 

manufactured in the United States, "shipped overseas for assembly and use" and 

' 4  ( . . .continued) 
1991 disk drive sales were in excess of $300 Million. 
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then shipped back to the United States; and that, if jurisdiction actually 

existed by way o f  a nexus through the "use" of the fabricated wafers in the 

EPROMs by their assembly overseas, the Commission in EPROMs would have 

enjoined the shipping of the "assembled" memories into the United States. 

It is also argued that complainant fine's alleged arguments of @'use" 

through the sale of the disk drives employing the accused disks occurs in the 

United States and exactly the same reasoning applies with respect to the 

alleged acts o f  inducement to infringe on the part of the domestic disk drive 

manufacturers; and that any inducement which may occur with respect to 

domestic suppliers o f  the disks and Micropolis occurs domestically since both 

the domestic disk drive manufacturers and Micropolis are located in the United 

States, and thus, assuming m, that Aine's inducement to infringe 

allegation is proper, it can be fully redressed in a federal district court 

action. 

Micropolis argued that even assuming for argument that, as complainant 

Aine contends, "importation" means the shipping of domestically manufactured 

disks having a source and point of origin in the United States, the '@mere 

incantation of the plain meaning rule. . . cannot substitute for meaningful 
analysis," citing W e r s  Nat. F r e m t  C l a i m C o u n c i l .  Inc. v. 1.- , 712 

F.2d 740, 747 (2d Cir. 1983); that in "filing" this investigation, Aine is 

attempting to ignore the clear legislative intent of section 337, i.e., to 

stop the wholesaling and retailing of foreign manufactured goods; that words 

in a statue must be construed to further, rather than frustrate, the 

legislative intent or purpose, citing -r of Internal Re- v. 

Brown, 380 U.S. 563, 571-72 (1965); W t o k  v. Boosev d , 523 F.2d 

941, 947 (2d Cir. 1975) "[Tlhe plain meaning doctrine has always been 

. .  
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. .  considered subservient to a truly discernible legislative purpose." Avlatlon 

Proiect v .  -, 535 F.2d 101, 106 (D.C. Cir. 19761, 

ss S o w t v  v. M o r a  479 F.2d 842, 855 (D.C. Cir.) (en banc), =. 
denied, 411 U.S. 917 (1973); and that it has long been accepted that "[iln 

expounding a statute [one] must not be guided by a single sentence or number 

of a sentences, but look to provision o f  the whole law, and to its object and 

policy," citing M 677 F.2d 1213, 1220 (7th Cir. 

1982)(quoting United States v. Heirs of Bo- , 49 U.S. (8 How.) 113, 122 

(1849)); W b r o k  v.  G -, 421 U.S. 707, 713 (1975). Micropolis argued 

that as explained by the Supreme Court in United St-s of America ' *BEL= 
- v. Webex, 443 U.S. 193 (1979): 

It is a familiar rule "that a thing may be within the letter o f  the 
statue and yet not fall within the statue, because not within its 
spirit nor within the intention of its markers.#' 

443 U.S. at 201 (quoting Bolv Tr-ch . .  v. United S t a m  , 143 U.S. 457, 
. .  . .  459 (1892) 1 : ]ssion v. M o w  Ve- Park, 

664 F.2d 1358, 1364 (9th Cir. 19821, sert, denied, 456 U.S. 961 (1983); United 

Sfates v. F a l m ,  676 F.2d 871, 875 (1st Cir. 1982). It is further argued 

that as one court has warned "the surest way to misinterpret a statue or a 

rule is to follow its literal language without reference to its purpose," 

citing Viacom Intern. Inc. v. F.C.C. , 672 F.2d 1034, 1040 (2d Cir. 1982); that 

even the most basic principles of statutory construction require that bare 

wording must yield to clear contrary evidence of legislative intent, 

PJeDtune Mut. A ss'n. Ltd. of Berm uda v. United Stat= , 862 F.2d 1546, 1549 

citing 

(Fed. Cir. 1988) : J _ o h n s e  - Con. v-ted S t w  , 855 F.2d 1556, 1559 

(Fed. Cir. 19881, sert. denled , 489 U.S. 1066 (1989): that to ascertain 

legislative intent in construing a statute, courts may properly consider not 
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only language of the statute, but also the subject matter, object to be 

eccomplished, purpose to be served, underlying policies, remedies provided, 

and consequences of various interpretations, citing Illfer v. 

&, 777 F.2d 1325, 1332 (8th cir. 1985); that section 337 has been part of 

the law of the United States since 1922, first as section 316 of the Tariff 

Act of 1922 (42 Stat. 9431, and then to date as section 337 of the Smoot- 

Hawley Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 1337) ; that the legislative histories 

of both section 316 of the Tariff Act of 1922 and of section 337 of the Tariff 

Act of 1930 indicate that the intent of the statute was the protection of 

domestic manufacture of goods, 62 Cong. Rec. 5879; 71 Cong. Rec. 4638, 4648; 

that in addition, a stated purpose of the Tariff Act of 1922 was to "afford 

protection to American industries . . . created as a result of the war and 

considered vital to the future industrial independence of the American 

people." S. Rep. No. 595, pt. 2, 67th Cong., 2d Sess. (19221; that the Senate 

Finance Committee's report on the Trade Act of 1974 (which amended § 337) 

stated: 

conditions in the United States economy must be the overriding consideration 

in the administrative of this statue" 

Committee on Finance, S. Rept. No. 93-1298 (93d Cong., 2d Sess.), 1974, p. 

197; that the Tariff Act of 1930, and its predecessor statute, "were intended 

to provide an adequate remedy for domestic industries against unfair acts 

instigated by foreign concerns operating beyond the persQil8ZD jurisdiction 

of domestic courts," citing Sealed Air Corn. v. U.S. Int- Trab 

CORllll'n, 645 F.2d 976, 985 (C.C.P.A. 1981). Micropolis argued that as the 

T h e  public health and welfare and the assurance of competitive 

Trade Reform Act of 1974, Report of the 

Federal Circuit enunciated in &o N.v. v. U.S. Internatianal Trade Co1IIIp'n, 

808 F.2d 1471. 1488 (Fed. Cir. 19861, cert. denled ' , 482 U.S. 909 (1987)(-): 
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Properly viewed, B 337 and its predecessor provisions represent a 
valid delegation of this broad Congressional power for the public 
purpose of providing an adequate remedy for domestic industries 
against unfair practices -. (Emphasis a) 

. .  

and that nowhere in the legislative history of section 337, or elsewhere, is 

there an expressed intent to protect a patentee from the domestic manufacture 

of allegedly infringing product. It is argued that section 337 is not 

intended merely to further the patent rights of the patentee a,,  citing 

Self - C l o s a  Con-, TC Publication 55, 1962, p. 26; that complainant 

Aine's only purpose is to consolidate one lawsuit against many respondents to 

exact royalties and not to protect domestic industry; and that Aine's proper 

remedy against domestic manufacturers is an appropriate action in a district 

court. 

It is argued that "Congress' lack of precision is drafting legislation 

should never be an instrument for defeating or frustrating the manifest 

purpose and intent of Congress, as revealed by the legislative history.'' 

citing -a v. Mitu , 727 F.2d 717, 727 (8th Cir. 1984). 

l 5  

Congressional intent, contrary to movants argument that the 1988 Omnibus Trade 
Competitiveness Act relates only to foreign companies: 

Complainant relies on the following portion of to show the actual 

Section 337 does not discriminate against foreign 
corporations by virtue of their foreign status. It 
applies to foreign and domestic corporations alike. 
Section 337 gives the Cornmission jurisdiction over 

ufactured and/or m o r t e d  bv a U.S. corppuLf;LQn. The 
products imported from a foreign country, sven if t&y are 

Commission's jurisdiction lies in unfair acts occurring in 
connection with the importation of goods into the United 
States or their sale, and it extends to all persons 
engaged in such unfair acts. [Emphasis added by 
complainant 1 

808 F.2d at 1485, 1 USPQ2d at 1250. 
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Micropolis argued that the clear purpose of section 337 is to protect 

United States industry, not to harm it: that as complainant Aine'ri own 

authority makes absolutely clear, the predecessor statue of section 337 was 

enacted to provide remedies against a multitude of United States wholesalers 

or retailers of foreign manufactured goods because the jurisdiction of the 

United States federal courts does not extend to the foreign manufacturers that 

are the source of the goods, citing m, 71 P.2d at 467: that the effect of 

blocking the shipping of accused disks originally produced in the United 

States by a domestic manufacturer would be precisely contrary to be stated 

purpose of section 337 which is to protect U.S. industry: that specifically, 

the very first sentence of section 337 states that "[ulnfair methods of 

competition, . . . that effect or tendency of which is to . . . injure an 
industry . . . operated in the United States ... are declared unlawful...": 
and that complainant Aine has licensed at least one foreign manufacturer: and 

that in the event that an order should be entered barring the shipping of 

domestically manufactured disks, the probable effect would be to shift 

purchases from domestic disk manufacturers to the (licensed) foreign 

manufacturer or manufacturers which is precisely contrary to the intent of the 

statute. 

Micropolis in a reply memorandum argued that EPROMs is binding precedent: 

that EPROMs included allegations of inducement to infringe and that 

complainant's allegation of subsequent infringement ignores the fact that 

accused products are beyond the scope of section 337.16 

l6 

and 350-8. 
of section 337 indicates that foreign origin of the offending product was 
assumed and considered implicit in the use of the term **importation" in 

Respondent Maxtor Corporation supported Motion Nos. 350-1, 350-3 , 350-4 
It argued that the legislative history and historical development 

(continued...) 
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No. 350-14 

Included with Nashua's Motion No. 350-14/response was an affidavit of 

Stephen E. Demos which stated in pertinent part: 

2. As general manager I have overall responsibility for the 
manufacture and sales of thin film disks manufactured by Nashua. 

3. Nashua manufactures thin film disks in its facilities 
located in Santa Clara, California, Nashua does not manufacture 
thin film disks overseas. 
is domestic in Santa Clara. 

A l l  of its production of thin film disks 

4. Nashua's thin film disks are sold by Nashua exclusively to 
a small number of disk drive manufacturers. Nashua's customers 
enclose the thin film disks in disk drives and thereafter in most 
cases sell them to computer manufacturers. 

Nashua17 argued that its activities in connection with the computer disks 

that are the subject of this investigation, including the manufacture of such 

disks, take place entirely in the United States before such products are 

imported into the United States; that as set forth in the complaint (para. 

3.36) , Nashua's alleged direct infringement activities consist of the 

l6 ( . . .continued) 
section 337. 

' I  Paragraph 3.3.6 of the complaint reads: 

3.3.6. Hashua Cerpotation ("Nashua") is a Delaware 
Corporation with its principal place of business located 
at 44 Franklin Street, P.O. Box 2002, Nashua, New 
Hampshire 03061-2002. Nashua manufactures infringing 
magnetic disk media at two plants in Santa Clara, 
California. 
customer is Respondent manufacturer/importer Conner 
Peripherals. 
other disk drive and computer systems manufacturers with 
the expectation that they will be installed in disk drives 
andlor computer systems outside the United States and 
imported into the United States. 
belief, Nashua manufacturers approximately 500,000 
infringing disks per month. 
approximately $96.0 Million. 

On information and belief, Nashua's primary 

Nashua also sells its infringing disks to 

On information and 

Its net sales for 1991 were 
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manufacture in the United States and shipment from the United States of the 

accused products: that because Nashua manufactures and sells to unrelated 

companies in the United States, the allegation that it may be selling or that 

its products are sold for llimportationll into the United States is clearly 

untenable: that at best, a case could be made that Nashua is selling for 

"exportation" from the United States, but such activity is neither covered by 

the language nor the spirit of section 337: that Nashua has no involvement 

either directly or indirectly with any subsequent importation of the products 

(or sale after importation) that may occur and consequently, the nexus between 

Nashua's activities and the importation which is needed to invoke the 

Commission's jurisdiction pursuant to 19 U.S.C. 5 1337 does not exist: and 

that the mere fact that Nashua's customers ship the product back to the United 

States does not vest on the Commission, jurisdiction over Nashua's activities. 

Nashua argued that while it recognizes that an argument could be made that the 

Commission although lacking subject matter jurisdiction over Nashua's 

activities since they are unrelated to importation, has jurisdiction over 

Nashua's domestically manufactured disks that are shipped back to the United 

States, Nashua seeks termination as to itself and its products and requests 

that if its product remains in the investigation, it be permitted to continue 

as a party-respondent since a remedy that covered Nashua's domestically 

manufactured products would have an adverse impact on Nashua. 

Nashua that summary determination of this issue is warranted and will serve 

judicial economy and efficiency by permitting termination o f  Nashua as a 

respondent at an early stage of this investigation: that by limiting this 

investigation to genuine articles and parties -- as opposed to including 
domestic products and parties having no involvement with the requisite 

It is argued by 
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importation, the Conmission will carry out its mandate pursuant to the clear 

language of section 337. 

Nashua argued that complainant's interpretation of section 337 could 

result in the Comission becoming a forum for infringement suits involving 

solely domestic parties and domestic products; that recent Dataquest 

information indicates approximately 75% to 80% of the world's thin film disks 

are manufactured in the United States: that in filing for this investigation 

against domestic producers and their products, complainant is using U.S. trade 

laws to attack one of the industries that those very laws were enacted to 

protect which was not the intent of the authors of section 337 and importation 

requirement in the statue was intended to prevent such ea interpretation; that 

this is not an "unfair" situation where foreign producers have copied a U.S. 

inventor's recipe to make products; that Nashua and most if not all other U.S. 

producers were already manufacturing thin film disks in 1987 when the Aine 

patent in issue issued; that Nashua, HMT, Komag, Seagate, Akashic, or their 

predecessor companies had for 2-3 years prior to July 28, 1987, spent millions 

of dollars designing product, obtaining sophisticated equipment, setting up 

manufacturing plants and were producing in mass quantities product to industry 

specifications: that the administrative law judge and the Commission should 

not be persuaded to let this case continue as to the domestic products simply 

because this investigation also includes foreign manufactured products; that 

the presence of potentially proper parties does not neutralize the error of 

including domestic products and their manufacturers; and that if this 

investigation is permitted to proceed, the investigation as it relates to 

domestic products will set precedent that is contrary to the letter and the 

spirit of section 337. Moreover, Nashua argued that the courts favor early 
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resolution of jurisdictional issues. 

It is argued that the Commission has consistently recognized that the 

existence of subject matter jurisdiction is premised on there being a nexus 

between the unfair methods or acts and the importation, citing 

Co-a-d C o m ,  Inv. No. 337-TA-320, Initial . .  
Determination at 4 (August 28, 1991) (reviewed on other grounds) (subject 

matter jurisdiction is limited to alleged unfair acts in connection with 

importation); ertainonwoven Gas Filter Elements , Inv. No. 337-TA-275, 

Unreviewed Initial Determination at 81, USITC Pub. 2129 (Sept. 1988) (*The 

Commission's jurisdiction lies in unfair acts occurring in connection with the 

importation of goods into the United States or their sale, after 

importation.") ; , Inv. No. 337-TA-255, unreviewed 

Initial Determination at 121 (June 17, 1987) (statute provides for subject 

matter jurisdiction based on act of importation itself in connection with 

unfair acts); that thus, although the Commission's jurisdiction is not limited 

to acts that take place during the importation itself, at the very least a 

connection must exist between the accused acts and the importation, citinn 

Certain Molded - In m d w i c h  Panel-ds for Their, 
Inv. No. 337-TA-99, USITC Pub. 1246, Commission Memorandum Opinion at 4 (May 

1982); -es s Steel PiDe and Tube , Inv. No. 337-TA-29, USITC 

Pub. 863, Com'n Op. at 11 (Feb. 1978); and that jurisdiction may be asserted 

where, for example, the named respondent was not involved in the importation 

of foreign origin goods or the immediate sale after such importation, but was 

involved in the sale of the imported merchandise at some later point in time, 

citing Orion, 71 F.2d at 466-67 (C.C.P.A. 1934) ("After the goods have been so 
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released into the commerce of the country, the American manufacturer may 

assert his rights against anyone who has possession of, or sella, the goods.") 

however Nashua argued however that, in naming Nashua, complainant seeks to 

expand the Commission's subject matter jurisdiction beyond Connnission 

precedent as well as beyond the plain meaning of the statute; that the statute 

is directed to unfair acts related to importation and not to activity that 

cannot be reasonably related to the importation: that Nashua manufacturers the 

allegedly infringing products in the United States (Demos Decl, , 9 3 )  : that 

Nashua sells the allegedly infringing products to a small number of disk drive 

manufacturers who enclose them in disk drives (Demos Decl., I! 4): and that 

Nashua's involvement with such product ends at that point in time prior to any 

subsequent importation into the United States. 

on No. 350 - L2 
Hoya," in support of Motion No. 350-12,19 included a declaration of Gil 

'' Paragraph 3.3.4 of the complaint reads: 

3.3.4 Nova Electroacs C- (*910ya't) is, based 
on information and belief, a California corporation with 
its principal place of business located at 960 Rincon 
Circle, San Jose, California 95131. On information and 
belief, Hoya manufactures infringing thin film disks at 
facilities located in California. Hoya sells its 
infringing disks to disk drive and computer system 
manufacturers with the expectation that they will be 
installed in disk drives and/or computer systems outside 
the United States and imported into the United States. 
information and belief, Hoya manufactures approximately 
20,000 disks per month. 
close to $4.0 Million. 

On 

Its disk sales in 1991-1992 were 

l9 Hoya represented that if Motion No. 350-12 is denied, Hoya intends 
shortly to file a motion for sunnnary determination for non-infringement on the 
grounds that the Hoya process for applying a ceramic overcoating to computer 
disk is completely different from the Aine coating process and could not 
possibly infringe the Aine patent. 
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Argentina, said to be the Senior Vice President and General Manager of the 

Memory Division of Hoya. The declaration states in part: 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5 .  

6. 

7. 

Hoya is a California corporation with its principal place 
of business in the City of San Jose, County of Santa 
Clara, California. 

Hoya's sole manufacturing facility for thin film magnetic 
recording disks is located at its principal place of 
business in the City of San Jose, California. 
film disks which it produces are manufactured at that 
facility. 

All thin 

Hoya currently employs approximately 100 employees in its 
operations in San Jose, California, 

Hoya does not manufacture any thin film magnetic recording 
disks outside the United States. 

Hoya does not import sputtered carbon overcoated thin film 
magnetic recording disks for sale to customers in the 
United States. 

Paragraph 4.7 of the Complaint in this matter states: 
"The Aine Patent is directed to protecting rigid thin film 
media with a sputtered carbon overcoat.'' 
produce or manufacture rigid thin film media with a 
sputtered carbon overcoat. Hoya produces thin film 
magnetic recording disks with a cel.amic p v e r c m  under its 
own proprietary technology. 

Hoya does not 

Hoya further included a declaration of Takeo Matsudiara who is said to be 

director of Research and Development and Engineering of the memory division of 

Hoya and which stated: 

2. 
business in the City of San Jose, Country of Santa Clara, 
California. 

Hoya is a California corporation with its principal place of 

3. 
recording disks is located at its principal place of business in the 
City of San Jose, California. All thin film disks which it produces 
are manufactured at that facility. 
F.O.B. San Jose, California. 

Hoya's sole manufacturing facility for thin film magnetic 

Some of its disks are sold 

*O 

the affidavit as filed. 
The word "Some" was substituted at oral argument for "Most, which was in 
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4. 
complete at its sole manufacturing facility located in San Jose, 
California. Nothing further is required to be done to the disks 
before they can be assembled into disk drives. 

Hoya's manufacture of thin film magnetic recording disks is 

5. 
outside the United States. 

Hoya does not manufacture any thin film magnetic recording disks 

6. 
magnetic recording disks for sale to customers in the United States. 

Hoya does not import sputtered carbon overcoated thin film 

7. Paragraph 4.7 of the Complaint in this matter states: 
Patent is directed to protecting rigid thin film media with a 
sputtered carbon overcoat." 
rigid thin film media with a sputtered carbon overcoat. Hoya 
produces thin film magnetic recording disks with a ceramic SZLSLCC 
under its own proprietary technology. 

"The Aine 

Hoya does not produce or manufacture 

Hoya argued that the plain language of section 337 does not apply to Hoya; 

that in the words of the Commission, it is "crucial to discern some nexus 

between unfair methods or acts and importat i a  before this Commission has 

power to act," citing C e r t b  W e l W  Stainless Steel PiDe i 

337-TA-29, U.S.I.Y.C. Pub. 863, 1 I.T.R.D. 5245 (Feb. 1978)(emphasis added by 

, Inv. No. 

Hoya); that this nexus is utterly lacking in the present case: that Hoya is 

not an importer; that Hoya computer disks are not imported, but instead are 

manufactured solely in the United States, and thus, Hoya's participation in 

international trade is exclusively as a U.S. manufacturer and exporter, not as 

an importer of foreign articles that allegedly infringe a U.S. patent; that 

while Aine argues that the export and subsequent re-importation of certain 

Hoya disks in disk drives assembled overseas establishes jurisdiction under 

section 337(a), the importation complained of is completely unrelated to the 

alleged act infringement: and that Hoya's alleged infringement of the Aine 

patent, if any, is complete upon the manufacture of the disks in the U.S., and 

is distinct from any subsequent importation of disk drives or other computer 

equipment. 
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Hoya, as has other movants, relies on and argued that this "case" 

presents an even more compelling case for dismissal than in 

Hoya's disks are completely manufactured in the U.S., and are not subjected to 

further modification or fabrication outside the United States. 

since 

It is argued by Hoya that the legislative hiotory confirms Congress' 

intent and the Commission's determination in 

only to the import of foreign articles. 

was originally enacted as section 316 o f  the Tariff Act of 1922; that the 

House Report on section 316 states: 

methods of competition, and unfair acts in the importation and sale in the 

United States of foreinn ar- . . . I *  H.R. Rept. No. 7, 81st Cong., 1st Sess., 

that section 337 applies 

Thus it is argued that section 337 

"This section declares unlawful unfair 

p. 166 (May 9, 1929) (Emphasis added by Hoya); that during the Senate floor 

debate on section 316, it was stated: 

assure that American producers will not be suucted to unfait. c m e t i w  

from countries abroad." Congressional Record-Senate at 5879 (1922) (emphasis 

added by Hoya); that in the Tariff Act of 1930, Congress amended section 316 

"Such a law as I have suggested would 
. .  

and renumbered it section 337; that the legislative history of the 1930 Act is 

replete with references showing that section 337 was intended as a remedy 

against unfairly traded foreign goods, referring for example, in its report to 

the Congress on the administration of section 316 where the Tariff Conmission 

stated : 

Section 316 follows in general the suggestions made to Congress in 
the report entitled "Dumping and Unfair Foreign Competition in the 
United States." 
industries from unfair foreign competition. 

The intent of the section is to protect American 

Trade Readjustment - 1929, Hearings Before the Conunittee on Ways and Means, 
H.R., 70th Cong., 2nd Sess., Volume 16, Administrative and Miscellaneous 

Provisions, p. 10657; that the Senate Finance Committee report states: "This 
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section (which is taken from section 316 of the tariff act of 1922) declares 

to be unlawful unfair methods of competition and unfair acts 

orta- in U t e d  States of for-, , ,S. Rgpt. No, 

37, 71st Cong., 1st Sess., p. 67 (1929) (emphasis added by Hoya): that in 

1940, section 337 was amended to provide a reunedy against the infringement 

abroad of U.S. process patents which statements in support of the amendment 

show clearly that its purpose was to provide a remedy against foreign 

infringement; that the then-Comissioner of Patents, Mr. Conway P. Coe, 

explained that "[tlhe purpose of the bill is to protect the owner of a United 

States process patent against the importation of a production fabricated 

abroad in accordance with the patented process,t' citing letter from Coe, 

Hearings on Importation of Goods Covered by United States Patent Office, 

Hearings on Importation of Goods Covered by United States Patents, 

Subcommittee of Comittee on Patens, H.R. 7851, 75th Cong., p. 1 (Hay 5, 

1938); that writing in support of the amendment, the Federal Trade Commission 

stated: "At the outset, it may be said that it would seem that the holder of 

a valid United States process patent is entitled to protection against the 

importation and sale in the United States of products, manufactured in a 

foreign country by the use of the patented process...t' S.Rept. No. 1903, 76th 

Cong., 3rd Sess., p. 3 (1940); that in approving Section 337a, the House 

Committee on Patents stated: 

This bill is designed to correct the present problem which 
was created when the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals 
in the case 
former decisions and held that the importation of products 
made abroad in accordance with a United States process 
patent was not regarded as an unfair method of 
competition. 
regarded as an unfair method of competition. 

r e  Amtore T r a u  CorDorat ion reversed its 

Prior to this time such importation had been 

U. at pp. 1-2; that the Comittee emphasized that both section 337a and 
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section 337 are limited to foreign infringement: 

Since the Amtorg decision owners of American process 
patents are helpless to Orevent 

This bill will give to them the 
rinhts which the owners of product patent have [under 
section 3371. 

abroad of 
ent r-. 

at 4; that as one supporter of H . R .  8285 noted, "Obviously the proposed 

amendment only affects goods brought into the country." Id at 2 (statement of 

Mr. Henry D. Williams); that in the Trade Art of 1974, Congress amended 

section 337 and reestablished it as a viable trade law remedy; that in its 

report, the House Ways and Means Committee described the Commission's 

jurisdiction as follows: "Conmission precedent, approved by the CCPA, 

establishes that the importation or domestic sale without license from the 

patent owner of articles manufactured abroad in accordance with the invention 

disclosed in an unexpired U.S. patent constitutes an unfair method of 

competition or unfair act within the meaning of section 337." H.H. Rep. No. 

751, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. 78 (1973)(emphasis added by Hoya); that the Senate 

Finance Committee stated: 

For a period of approximately 50 years, the Coxnnission has 
entertained complaints of  importation or sale of articles 
allegedly made in accordance with the specifications and 
claims of a U.S. patent, first under the provisions of 
section 316 of the Tariff Act of 1922 and then pursuant to 
the successor provisions of section 337 of the Tariff Act 
of 1930. 
the Commission had found that, under certain 
circumstances, the importation or domestic sale of an 
article manufactured abroad in accordance with the 
investigation disclosed in a U.S. patent constitutes one 
type of unfair method or unfair act within the maning of 
the statute. 

In its investigations under these provisions, 

S. Rep. No. 1298, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. 196 (1974) (Emphasis added by Hoya), 

Hoya, referring to complainant's reliance on Texas, argued 
that the Comission's determination in m, is fully consistent with 
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-; that in respondent Analog acquired a limited 

license to import semiconductors; that after finding a violation of section 

337, the Cormnission issued an order "prohibiting Analog and VLSI from 

importing circuits manufactured abroad using the process covered by claim 17 

of the '027 patent." 

that by virtue of the license, it was part of the U.S. domestic industry and 

exempt from section 337 remedies; that the Court of Appeals rejected the 

argument, holding: 

shield an importer ... from the purview of section 337." 

u. at 1021 (emphasis added by Hoya); that Analog argued 

"Membership in the domestic industry does not operate to 

u. at 1031; that 
thus stands for the proposition that section 337 covers all 

importers of infringing foreign goods, including a U.S. license that 

technically is part of the domestic industry; and that taken together, Texas 

Insttuments and EPROMS establish a clear and sensible demarcation of section 

337 jurisdiction. 

POSITION OF COMPLAINANT 

Complainant, as already indicated, has opposed the motions in issue. It 

was argued that the plain language of section 337 covers all infringing 

articles imported into the United States and all respondents' related 

activities, regardless of whether a portion of the article contains 

domestically manufactured components; that had Congress wished to exempt 

domestic manufacturers from the purview o f  section 337, it would have said so 

which it did not: that Congress knows how to specify foreign made goods when 

it wants to and that it did not do so in section 337; and that the movants' 

infringement is not "complete" when the disks are manufactured. 

While complainant relies on for its statutory 

interpretation, counsel for complainant at oral argument agreed that the facts 
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in -tr- are distinguishable from the facts here (Tr. at 42, 4 3 ) .  

He also acknowledged that there are some respondents who only manufacture 

discs in the United States and either themselves or through other respondents 

or perhaps third parties, ship those disks overseas where they are assembled 

into disk drives and brought back into the United States (Tr. at 45, 46). 

Complainant's counsel argued that complainant's allegations however are that 

those respondents manufacturing disks in the United States know exactly what's 

going on and that they do it for that purpose, i.e. the disks are shipped 

overseas with the express purpose and intent and with knowledge and 

expectation that those disks will be put in disk drives in a foreign location, 

imported into the United States, and sold after importation in violation of 

complainant's patent rights and in violation of section 337. Complainant's 

counsel also argued that complainant should be entitled to have discovery on 

those allegations." (Tr. at 45). 

Complainant argued that if the administrative law judge would grant any 

motion to the extent that the Commission has no in 

domestically manufactured hard disks, such as thin film magnetic recording 

disks, which are manufactured in the United States, exported and then re- 

imported into the United States, he would be dealing with only one alleged act 

jurisdiction over 

of infringement which is the manufacture of those disks in the United States: 

that there are at least three other independent and distinct acts of 

infringement alleged, &. the use of those disks, the sale of those disks and 

the inducement of others to infringe the patent in issue through the use and 

sale of those discs (Tr. at 46, 47); and that the patent in issue covers not 

" 

initial determination. 
On this point m portions of complaint referenced earlier in this 
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only the process by which the disks are made but also the disks themselves 

(Tr. at 47). 

Complainant argued in oral argument that his allegations would cover all 

the use of disks either directly by the named respondents in the United 

States, if the use relates to the reimportation in any way, as well as the 

"indirect" infringement with respect to the relationships between the named 

respondents and whether there is responsibility on the part of a respondent 

for the action of another and also the use of the disks as a components of the 

disk drives that are brought back into the country. (Tr. at 50, 51). 

Complainant's counsel, to hypothesize because he stated he has had no 

discovery, referenced making a disk in the United States and there testing it 

to make certain it is proper before it is exported overseas for assembly into 

disk drives and then reimporting the disks as a component of the disk drive 

into the United States. He concluded that such activity is all part of one 

pattern of activity and argued that simply because one part of the "infringing 

act" is conducted in the United States, all activities that then flow from 

that one act should not be innnune from jurisdiction of the Connnission if those 

other activities have a relationship with the importation (Tr. at 51). 

POSITION OF THE STAFF 

The staff, as already indicated, has opposed the motions in issue. It 

argued that section 337 does not provide that infringing goods manufactured in 

the United States and later imported back into the United States are exempt 

from being held in violation; that the plain language of section 337 contains 

no limitation as to "where" an infringing article must be manufactured before 

it is covered by the statute and accordingly the inquiry does not end with the 

question of where the infringement originated: that under section 337, the 
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question for the respondent domestic disk manufacturers is whether they have 

made a "sale for importation" of infringing disks: that as for disk drive 

manufacturers that are using U.S. made disks the inquiry is also whether they 

have made "sale for importation" or an of infringing producto: 

that nothing in the legislative history indicates a clear legislative intent 

to restrict the reach of section 337 by precluding a finding of violation 

where infringing imported articles originally manufactured in the United 

States are involved: and although the Connnission has briefly addressed related 

issues in making certain remedy determinations, the Comission has never 

directly held that domestically manufactured goods can never from the basis 

for finding a section 337 violation. It was argued that sununary determination 

would be premature on the issue of induced infringement since no discovery has 

yet been taken regarding the knowledge and intent of the parties, which are 

factual issues. 

At oral argument the staff argued: 

First in EPROMs, the Commission was not examining the 
Respondents' conduct for purposes of determining a violation. 

Second, the rationale advanced by the Commission for its 
decision in EPROMs was that the Complainant there had a, and I quote 
-- Remedy in federal district court against infringement occurring 
in the United States. 

However, the availability of a remedy in district court does 

Domestic companies are routinely named in Section 337 
not preclude bringing a Section 337 action against domestic 
Respondents. 
investigations and have frequently been subjected to exclusion 
orders and cease and desist orders by the Cmission, 

Moreover, Section 337 applies and I quote -- In addition to any 
other provision of law. 
fairly common, for a Complainant to proceed with a Section 337 
investigation while a parallel district court infringement action is 
pending. 

Thus it is both legally permissible and 

The third reason EPROMs is not controlling is because the 
remedy portion of the EPROMs decision on which Respondents so 
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. .  

heavily rely, did not discuss the issue of induced infringement. 

In addition, although the issue of induced infringement may 
have been raised to some extent of the violation portion of the 
EPROMs decision, it was clearly not the focus of the Conmission's 
determination. 

Moreover, EPROMs clearly does not state that as a matter of law 
induced infringement may never be found for the sole reason that the 
articles involved in the importation are initially manufactured in 
the United States. 

And finally EPROMs is not controlling, the Staff submits ... 
the Commission never considered the issue of U.S. made but imported 
goods in EPROMs to the extent ... that it is doing here today. 

A review of the entire EPROMs decision reveals that the issue 
was a peripheral one at best: it involved only one Respondent. 

The issue here today is central to the entire case and effects 
most Respondents at least to some extent. 

The discussion of this issue by the Colnmission in EPROMs was 
very brief as compared to the number of people in this room and the 
amount of paper that has been filed with respect to this one issue. 

And finally, the only reason given by the Conmission in support 
of its decision is not supported by the plain words of the statute. 

(Tr. at 76-78). 

Later the staff argued: 

MR. CHUBB: There's nothing in this discussion in EPROM's which 
It doesn't purport purports to be an interpretation of the statute. 

to be an interpretation of the meanings importation, sale for 
importation or sale after importation. 

I mean, I guess the question is overall and this is perhaps why 
we're here, did the Conmission mean in this one statement to narrow 
the statute in a way it's done? 

And I would think that you would not find this to be binding in 
the sense that I would prefer -- I guess there were some question as 
to what the Commission really meant here in saying there was no 
jurisdiction. 

But I would prefer to limit it and say this was a statement 
that was perhaps slightly overly broad in the context of the remedy 
discussion taking place here on a limited discussion regarding these 
particular products that were at issue there. 
they made a sweeping, universal narrowing of the statute reading 

Then to think that 
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limitations into the statute based on no more analysis than is 
there. 

* * *  

MR. CHUBB: We are certainly arguing that the sununary 
determination motion should be denied. 
what even Codssioner Watson acknowledged at the institution 
meeting, that is a somewhat novel legal issue here that is still 
open for interpretation. 

I think that you have got 

I would not therefore say that the EPROMs decision is 
automatically binding upon you: you have: you can narrow its 
interpretation or say that it was a statement that was in a context 
so far removed from the context of violation in determining what is 
an unfair act under 337, that it should not be binding. 

(Tr. at 271 to 273) 

OPINION 

Contrary to the positions taken by the complainant and the staff, the 

administrative law judge finds that EPROns is controlling and requires that he 

grant Motion Nos. 350-1, 350-8, 350-12 and 350-14 terminating Akashic, 

Micropolis, Hoya and Nashua from this investigation and also that he grant 

Motion Nos. 350-3 and 350-4 of Seagate and Digital for partial sllllpnary 

determination. His action is based on the following clear and unambiguous 

language of the Comission in =: 

We also determine that the exclusion order should not 
apply to ... [respondents] EPROMs, the wafers of which 
were fabricated in the United States, shipped overseas for 
assembly, and then reimported into the United States. 164 
The infringement . . . is in the electronic circuitry, 
which is embodied in the chip during wafer fabrication. 
Thus, the infringement, if any, with respect to these 
EPROM wafers and the resulting assembled EPROMs, takes 
place in the United States. ... [Complainant] has a 
remedy in federal district court against infringement 
occurring in the United States. 
bevond the sCoDe of the Conrmlsslon s iur- 
section 337. We have therefore included in the order a 
provision exempting imported assembled EPROMs, the wafers 
of which ere fabricated in the United States by ... 
[respondent], along with an appropriate certification 

Such . .  , . . . .  
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requirement, [22] [Emphasis added] 

(- 12 ITRD at 1135) 

Neither the complainant nor the staff has convinced the administrative 

law judge that the Commission applies a double standard in its interpretation 

of section 337 when it addresses remedy in one instance and violation in the 

other instance. 

infringement is beyond the scope of the Cdssion's jurisdiction in section 

337." It is clear to the administrative law judge that the Conmission was 

talking about infringement involving reimported wafers there at issue. 

term "infringement" is not novel to the CoIIppission, and the Conmission has 

made it clear, at least with respect to the use of the term "infringement@@ in 

defining the scope of investigation, that the term "infringement*@ embraces any 

direct, contributory and induced infringement. 

in w e f t  - Deactivatable Reg~nant T-tS Thereof , Inv. 

No. 337-TA-347 (April 14, 1993) at 138-53 (discussion regarding breadth of the 

term "infringement" used in the Conmission scope of investigation section of 

the Commission's notice of investigation). 

of no precedent to support the argument that the Comission intends one 

meaning for the term "infringement" when it is used in connection with a 

violation, and another when used in connection with the remedy phase of the 

investigation, both of which are governed by section 337. 

administrative law judge rejects the argument of complainant's counsel that 

The Commission in the language above has stated that "Such 

The 

~ p r ,  Tr. of Prelim. Conf. 

The administrative law judge hows 

Thus, the 

22 Footnote 164 read: 

We note that the cease and desist order, discussed below, 
does not apply Microchip's U.S. wafer fabrication 
operations. 
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the term *'infringement," as used in the sentence "Such infringement is beyond 

the scope of the Commission's jurisdiction in section 377" pertains 

infringement with respect to EPROMs wafers and the resulting assembled E P W b  

which takes place in the United States, (Tr. at 240, 241). As the C d s o i o n  

acknowledged in the same paragraph, those wafers had initially been fabricated 

in the United States, shipped overseas for assembly and then reimported into 

the United States, It further made clear that the infringement is involved in 

the electronic circuitry which is embodied in the chip during wafer 

fabrication in the United States. Such is the exact situation with the disks 

in issue in the pending motions which are accused of infringing the patent in 

issue. a referenced affidavits, m. Moreover, complainant does not 
dispute the underlying facts with respect to manufacture of the disks in 

issue, their shipment overseas and their reimportation into the United States. 

to 

referenced portions of complaint, -. 
The staff has argued that the rationale advanced by the Conmission for 

its decision in EPROMs was that there was a remedy in federal district court 

against infringement occurring in the United States. 

argued that the availability of a remedy in district court does not preclude 

bringing a section 337 action against domestic respondents, which is routinely 

done. 

EPROMs. 

However, the staff also 

Certainly the Commission was aware of this fact when it issued 

The administrative law judge also rejects the argument of the complainant 

and the staff that the involved respondents should remain in the investigation 

for at least discovery purposes. 

in m jurisdiction as it relates to p ~ y  infringement of domestically 

manufactured disks which have been exported and subsequently reimported, and 

The Commission either has or does not have 
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that issue is ripe for decision. 

jurisdiction under section 337, then the named party should not remain in the 

If the C d s s i o n  does not have in ~glp 

investigation. 

complainant's allegations is irrelevant. 

criticism with respect to the expenses incurred by a party in a section 337 

investigation. 

controlling as to the action the entity takes, and its underlying costs, in an 

investigation. Moreover, the Commission interim rules provide for obtaining 

certain third party information during the discovery stage of an 

investigation, via subpoena. 

administrative law judge has also issued third party trial subpoenas in the 

past. 

The fact that the party may have some information relevant to 

On this point there has been 

Whether an entity is or is not a party is certainly 

As pointed out at the oral argument, this 

The staff has indicated that the Conmission's statement "Such 

infringement is beyond the scope of the Commission's jurisdiction in section 

337" was "perhaps slightly overbroad" and "based on no more analysis than is 

there" or involved a "peripheral" issue at best. 

is not prepared to so construe the Cormnission's statements in EPROMs. 
contrary, he finds that the Comission's analysis in 

its statements in E P R O H s ,  as to its interpretation of its own section 337, to 

be clear and unambiguous and critical to its determination. 

The administrative law judge 

To the 

was adequate and 

W o t a  Power & 

corn v .  United S t e w  , 782 F.2d 167, 170 (Fed. Cir. 1986); Burlinnton 

Northern R.R. Co. v. UniLed Stateg, 752 F.2d 627, 629 (Fed. Cir. 1985); a 
Tech S D e U t v  Steel CorD. v. United States, 745 F.2d 632, 642 (Fed. Cir. 

1984). Accordingly he concludes that EPROMs must be followed. 
Motion Nos. 350-1, 350-3, 350-4, 350-8, 350-12 and 350-14 are granted. 

This initial determination is hereby CERTIFIED to the Conmission, 
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together with supporting documentation. 

210.53(h), this initial determination shall become the determination of the 

Pursuant to Commission interim rule 

Comission unless a party files a petition for review of this initial 

determination pursuant to Conmission interim rule 210.54, or the Comission 

pursuant to rule 210.55 orders on its own motion a review o f  the initial 

determination or certain issues therein. 

This initial determination will be placed on the public record in its 

entirety on June 7, 1993, unless counsel for the parties submit to the 

administrative law judge, by the close of business on June 4, bracketed 

versions of this initial determination identifying those portions containing 

information which should remain confidential. 

Counsel for the movants, counsel for complainant and the staff were 

notified by telephone about the issuance of this order on Hay 27, 1993. 

Administt&ve Law Judge 

Issued: May 27, 1993 
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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRME COMMISSION 
Washington, D.C. 

In the Matter of 1 
1 

CERTAIN SPUTI'ERED CARBON 1 
COATED COHPUTER DISKS 1 
AND PRODUCTS CONTAINING 1 
SAME, INCLUDING DISK DRIVES 1 . 

Investigation No. 337-TA-650 
0 - -  - -.. .- .- -. - 

.: . . a I' .- 
r *  

Section 210.53 of the Commission's interim rules requires that Order No. 

50 be called an initial determination so that it can be reviewed by the 

Commission even if no petition for review is filed. This is not the final 

decision of the administrative law judge in this case, which also will be 

called an initial determination. This initial determination shall become the 
- 

determination of the Conmission unless a party files a petition for review of 

the initial determination pursuant to Commission interim rule 210.54, or the 

--- . _  ^ .  

Commission pursuant to Conmission interim rule 210.55 orders on its own motion 

a review of the initial determination or certain issues therein. For 

computation of time in which to file a petition for review, refer.to interim 

rules 210.54, 201.14, and 201.16(d). 
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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION 
Washington, D.C. 

~ 

In the Hatter of 1 
1 

CERTAIN SPUTTERED CARBON 1 
COATED COPiPUTER DISKS 1 
AND PRODUCTS CONTAINING 1 
S M ,  INCLUDING DISK DRIVES ) 

1 

Investigation No. 337-TA-350 

Order No. 50 Granting Komag's and Digital's Motions Nos. 350-28 
and 350 30 To t h e e n t  Tbev R e u m L h ~ t W  S- - 

On June 15, 1993, respondent Komag, Inc. (Komag) moved for partial 

summary determination on the ground that the C d s s i o n  does not have in 
jurisdiction over then film magnetic recording disks manufactured in the 

United States by Komag and consequently, the Cormnission must terminase this 

investigation to the extent it includes Komag's thin film disks produced in 
-- - 
the United States. (Motion Docket No. 350-28). 

On June 15, 1993, respondent Digital Equipment Corporation (Digital) 

moved for : 

A. Partial summary determination under 19 C.F.R. $210.50 that the 

Cornmission does not have jurisdiction over Digital manufactured disk drives: 

and 

B. Termination of Digital as e respondent under 19 C.F.R. §210.5l(a) 

with respect to assembled disk drives purchased by Digital from outside 

suppliers. (Motion Docket No. 350-30). 

Komag, in support of Motion No. 350-28, argued that as set forth in an 

accompanying declaration of Stephen Johnson, all sputtering ateps performed on 

thin f i l m  disks by Komag are done in the United States (Johnson Decl. P 4): 



that Komag's entire process of manufacturing thin film disks is conducted at 

its United States facilities; that nothing further needs to be done to the 

disks before they can be incorporated into dirk drives ( J o b o n  Decl., Y 5) ; 

and that once manufactured, Kamag ships it8 thin film dirks to customers in 

the United States and foreign countries, (a., 9 6 ) .  It is also argued that 

complainant has acknowledged that Komag manufactures thin film disks in 

California and alleges than some of the disks which Xomg ships outside the 

country are later reimported into the United States in disk drives. 

Digital, in support of Motion No. 350-30, attached declarations of 

Messrs. Stephen Ritz and . It argued that Digital does not 

manufacture computer disks overseas (Reitz Decl., ¶ 7); that it assembles disk 

drives in the United States and overseas (Reitz Decl, P 6) ;  that all of the 

disk drives assembled by Digital overseas and imported into the United States 

contain disks which are manufactured in the United States (Reitz DeclT-, ¶3); 

that Digital purchases disks which are incorporated in Digital disk drives -- 
from its- Unite& States vendor (Reitz Decl,, 94); and that the 

disks are manufactured exclusively in the United States at 

Complainant opposes the motions in issue. He argued that in view of 

similar motions filed by s i x  other respondents in this investigation, which 

are now the subject of petitions for review to the full Connnission by 

complainant and the staff, the administrative law judge need not act on the 

motions. Complainant admits, however, that Digital, a disk drive maker and 

importer, is substantially in the same position as Seagate, ucropolis and 

Western Digital and Komg, a domestic disk maker, is substantially in the same 

position as Akashic and Nashua. 
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The staff supports the motions in issue to the extent that they seek 

partial sumnary determination based on this administrative law judge's ruling 

in his initial determination dated May 27, 1993, (Hay 27 Order) which is now 

the subject of review by the Cdssion.' The staff argued that in view of 

the May 27 Order with respect to respondents similarly situated to the moving 

parties here, it believes it would be appropriate to enter similar rulings on 

Motion Nos. 350-28 and 350-30. The staff does not support the aspect of 

Digital's motion that seeks termination of Digital in its entirety on the 

grounds that the motion does not assert any recognized ground for termination 

and that if the ruling sought by Digital is sumnary termination in &Q&, 

genuine issues of material fact remain. 

On July 1, 1993, Komag filed a Motion For Leave To File A Reply to 

complainant's opposition to rebut "certain positions of complainant which are 

legally inaccurate." (Motion Docket No. 350-41). Motion No. 350-41 irr 

granted. 
-~ 

-- - 
Kohhg, in-its reply, argued that complainant's argument that the 

administrative law judge need not act on Komag's motion until after the 

Connnission renders a final decision on the motions for sunnary determination 

granted in favor of Seagate, Micropolis, Akashic, Nashua, Western Digital, and 

Hoya has no support: that under 19 C.F.R. P 210.50(b), sumpary determination 

is to be rendered if the pleadings and affidavits show there is no genuine 

issue as to any material fact and the moving party is entitled to sunm~~ry 

' 
May 27 Order, which notice established a schedule for the filing of written 
submissions by July 30 and reply submissions by August 9, 1993, and which 
notice stated that the Comnission also intends to hold oral argument as part 
of its review at a date to be announced. 

In a notice dated June 30, 1993, the CoPrmission determined to review the 
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determination as a matter of law; that Komg has mat the requirements for 

sununary determination and is entitled to an order in its favor: and that while 

the Commission has granted review of the prior mtionn, it is important that 

the administrative law judge rule on Kamag'r motion, 10 that Kolnag may stand 

in the same position as the other respondents with regard to the C d s s i o n ' s  

review o f  the issue in question. 

For reasons stated in the thy 27 Order, the motions in issue are granted 

to the extent that they request partial sumnary determination.' 

This initial determination is hereby CERTIFIED to the C d s s i o n ,  

together with supporting documentation. 

210.53(h), this initial determination shall become the determination of the 

Commission within thirty ( 3 0 )  days after the date of service hereof unless the 

Conmission grants a petition for review o f  this initial determination pursuant 

to Commission interim rule 210.54, or orders on its own motion a- review of the 

initial determination or certain issues therein pursuant to Commission interim 

rG15 210;55 . -c 

Pursuant to Conmission interim rule 

This order will be made part o f  the public record unless a bracketed 

confidential version is received no later than TtmidayD July 13, 1993. 

* The administrative law judge rejects Digital's contention that it should 
be terminated as a respondent in this investigation (page8 4 to 6 o f  Digital's 
supporting memo) because he finds genuine issues o f  material fact. &&D 

Digital's response to the staff's Interrogatory No. 6 which is referenced in 
Order No. 48 at 5. 
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On July 2, counsel for complainant and for raapondentr K0PD.g and Digital, 

as well as tho rtaff, were notified by telephone about the iasurnco of thia 

order. 

f d 4 h  
Paul J. LuLkem 
AQniniatrative Law Judgo 

Issued: July 2, 1993 
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Order No. 62 Granting Maxtor Corporation's I 
P 

T 
On July 16, 1993, respondent Maxtor Corporation (Mwtor) m o a  for 

<ri 
sunrmary determination that the investigation should be terminatepas to Maxtor 

for lack o f  C d s s i o n  jurisdiction. (Maxtor Docket No. 350-491.' 

Maxtor, in support of Motion No. 350-49, argued that on Hay 27, 1993, the 

administrative law judge issued Order No. 16 (May 27 ID) granting the Motion 

Nos. 350-1, 350-3, 350-4, 350-8, 350-12, and 350-14 of several respondents, 

including Micropolis Corporation, for summary determination and partial 

surmnary determination holding that the Commission's jurisdiction in section 

337 investigations does not extend to allegedly infringing articles which have 

been initially fabricated in the United States, shipped abroad for assembly, 

and then reimported into the United States; that for purposes of Motion No. 

350-49, Maxtor is in the same position as Micropolis; that the specific basis 

alleged in the complaint for including Micropolis as a respondent was the fact 

that Micropolis purchases certain computer disks manufactured entirely in the 

United States by Komag , Inc. (Komag) , another respondent in the investigation; 

' Order No. 61, which issued on July 23, 1993, stayed the investigation 
before the administrative law judge as of July 23 with certain exceptions, one 
of which was Motion No. 350-49. 



that Micropolis also purchases disks from a company licensed by the 

complainant; that the specific basis alleged in the complaint for including 

Maxtor as a respondent is that Haactor purchases certain computer disks 

manufactured entirely in the United States by Komag; that Maactor's other disk 

suppliers are also respondents who manufacture their disks in the United 

States: and that the sole supplier to Maxtor who manufactures abroad is a 

licensee of complainant. 

It is argued that the material facts for purposes of Motion's No. 350-49 

relate to the source of the accused disks; that Maxtor does not itself 

manufacture the accused disks, citing an accompanying Beaty Decl. para. 3 and 

complaint at 16; that the complaint alleges that -or purchases its accused 

disks from respondent Komag, citing complaint at 16; that the complaint 

acknowledges that Komag manufacturers its disks in the United States, citing 

U. at 14; that Komag is, in fact, one of domestic disk manufacturers 

from whom Maxtor purchases its disks which those manufacturers are 

, citing Beaty Decl. para. 4; that the domestic 

nature of those sources is acknowledged in the complaint, citing complaint at 

12-14; and that the only non-domestic disks manufacturer from whom U x t o r  

purchases is 

licensee of complainant, citing complaint at 32. 

, citing Beaty Decl. para. 4: which company is a 

Maxtor argued that it does not manufacture the accused disks and all the 

accused disks purchased by Maxtor are either manufactured in the United States 

or manufactured abroad under license from complainant, citing Beaty Decl. 

para. 3-4, and therefore that Mutor's disk drives, which contain disks which 

are fabricated in the United States, shipped abroad for assembly, and 



reimported into the Unitod States, are beyond the scope of the Conmission's 

jurisdiction. 

Complainant opposed Motion No. 350-49. Complainant however agrees that, -' 

for the purposes of Motion No. 350-49, Maxtor is similarly situated to 

Micropolis, a respondent that previously filed a motion for summary 

determination. 

opposition to Micropolis' motion and the motions of other respondents, his 

reasons why sunnnary determination is inappropriate, which reasons he 

incorporates in his opposition. 

incorrect that the "specific basis" for Mwtor's inclusion in the complaint is 

that Maxtor purchases disks manufactured entirely in the United States: that 

complainant's basis for including m o r ,  and all other disk drive importers, 

It is argued that complainant has set forth in his previous 

Complainant argued, however, that W t o r  is 

is that those respondents import, and sell within the United States after 

importation, infringing products, citing 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a): that the 

infringing products are disk drives that contain disks that both (1) infringe 

the product claims of the Aine patent in issue, and (2) were made by a process 

that infringes the process claims of the Aine patent, citing 19 U.S.C. § 

1337(a) and complaint P 3.4.3; that Maxtor, like other respondents, completely 

ignores the statute, focusing only on the irrelevant inquiry of where the 

computer disks were made; that jurisdiction under section 337 is not 

determined by where the product was made, but only by whether the product was 

imported into the United States: that, as argued by complainant in his prior 

papers, the Connnission's remedy determination in -le Pr- 

Bead Onlv &Dories, Inv. No. 337-TA-276, U.S.I.T.C. pub. NO. 2196 (1989) 
L' ,. 

- 

(EPROMs), on which respondents, including Maxtor, primarily rely, is not 

controlling; that if EPROMs is interpreted to limit the Commission's 
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jurisdiction in the way poaited by the respondents, it is necessarily contrary 

to the statue and such an interpretation can not stand; and that h x t o r ' s  

ignorance of the statute leads it to believe that the only material fact about 

which there must be an absence of dispute is the place of manufacture of the 

disks. Complainant argued that Maxtor thus ignores the true material facts, 

including its importation, sale after importation, past and future activities, 

and inducement. 

The staff, on July 23, informed the attorney advisor that it would not 

respond to Motion No. 350-49. 

For the reasons stated in the May 27 ID, Motion No. 350-49 is granted. 

This initial determination is hereby CERTIFIED to the Commission, 

together with supporting documentation. 

210.53(h), this initial determination shall become the determirution of the 

Commission within thirty (30) days after the date of service hereof unless the 

Commission grants a petition for review of this initial determination pursuant 

to Commission interim rule 210.54, or orders on its own motion a review of the 

initial determination or certain issues therein pursuant to Conmission interim 

rule 210.55 . 

Pursuant to C d s s i o n  interim rule 

Expedited action by the Commission is requested. 

Notice of Review dated July 21, 1993 of Order No. 50. 

& the Conmission's 

This order will be made part of the public record unless a bracketed 

confidential version is received no later than Tuesday, August 3, 1993. 
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On July 26, counsel for complainant and for respondent Mwtor were 

notified by telephone about the issuance of this order. 

Administrative Law Judge 

Issued: July 26, 1993 
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